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It is the objective of this dissertation to highlight the legislative
and administrative aspects of teacher training for Indians in Natal.
However, because the fiel~ which could be covered was so extensive, it
was decided to focus attention primarily on those aspects pertinent to
teacher training for Indians in Natal. Attention by way of example ~s
invited to the following fields which had to be explored as they serve
as the basis for teacher training of Indians ~n Natal:
h~6~enee to heeent devefopmenth. In this regard the surve)
~nt~ alia, reveals that teacher training gained momentum
'.'
(x)
during the last few decades. Prior to that, commencing
from the close of the last century, the problem of an
adequate corps of qualified teachers arose mainly as a
result of historical circumstances. Tt was only during
the J 950' 5 that 'the' Del ar~ ent responsible for Indian
Education made concerted efforts-to tackle the Indian
teacher training problem in all seriousness. Thus, for-
almost six decades little was done to alleviate teacher
training facilities for Natal's Indian community.
-<..n the. South A6JUc.an c.on:te.x:t.
The rapid grewth of the South African pop' lation and to a
lesser extent the effects of the Second World War prompted
the South African Government to introduce numerous legislative
and administrative measures to meet the teacher training needs
of prospective students •.National legi.slation presently places
most of the responsibility for providing adequate teacher
training facilities for the different population groups on
the shoulders of the different education departments.
3) An 0ve.Jwiew 06 :the.. 6in.a.nCing 06 :te.ac.heJt :tJz.a.ining iYL-6:tU:.uti.o YL-6 a
:tJz.a.ine..e.. :te.a.c.he/t.6 wLth .ope.cia!. Jte.6e.Jte.nc.e. :to the. SptUng6ie.£d
Colle.ge. 06 Educ.a:tion. It is the responsibility of the
Central Government to fund education. Since the financial
means of the Government are limited, it is not possible
presently to provide all the population groups with adequate
(xi)
fE~ilities for teacher training. A larger percentage of the
national budget will have to be spent on teacher training
than at present. Incentives, such as, inteA atia,bursaries,
are awarded to successful candidates for teacher training.
On the financing of the terriary educational sector, the
Univ~iti~ ~dviho~y Couneil has. completed-an investigation
into a revised subsidy formula for universities. A subsidy
formula for technikons has been designed and will be adapted
to the basic formula for universities.
4) A d~cJz.iption )n :the adminud!Z.at-i..ve nJtameVJOhf2. and bcuih nO~
.6 e.1.eiling p~O.6pec.tive .6:tu.den:t.6 nO~ admih.6ion :to :teac.heA
.tnaining in.6:ti:tution.6. No other single factor is as decisive
in determini?g the quality of education in a country as the quo
'ity of the corps of teachers, lecturers and instructors. The
-recrui tment and selection methods employed by the Department 0:
- " er-
Educatio~." and ,CuI ture (House of ,Delegates) are comparable to
those employed by other education departments in South Africa.
Since supply exce'eds demand / in the' case of the number of appli
cants' for 'teacher training in' the' Indian education department;.
ap~licants are ~areiullY'screened~nd,thebest are obviously se
5) An ov~vie.w on :teac.hM tMi.ung and ~c.tic.e in e.6.6enc.e w.Uh
.6pec.ia1. JtenMenc.e :to :the. U.uv~dy On VU!Lba.n-W~:tv..iU.e.. .
T~aching practice forms an integral part 1n the moulding of
a prospective student for teaching. Teaching practice is
basically in two forms, that is, school-based and campus-
(xii)
based. A detailed st~~y of the teaching practice
programme implemented by the University of Durban-Westville
indicates that students are subjected to almost all aspects (
a teacher's normal work. Furthermore, if students are succes:
ful in following all aspects of teacher training as offered,
the possibility exists, that they-could be successful teacherl
The following recommendations are, ~nteh alia, made, v~z.
that -
i) an investigation into a more cost-beneficial system of
financing of the tertiary education sector be undertaken;
ii) a broad model for recruitment and selection of trainee
teachers be drawn up by the Education Authorities;
iii) facilities for continued education be carefully planned 1n
terms of accessibility; and




I. Subject of ~he Study
Particularly. during -he last decade much emphasis has been placed, 1n
South Africa and world-wide, on the need for increased productivity 1n
both the private and public sectors. Naturally one of the ways 1n
which productivity can be increased is to train the workforce.
Consequently, it is the objective of this study to il1vel>tiga.te. a par.;t=
ic.u1.aJt 6ieJ!.d on tJz.aiMl1g il1 the. Pu.blic. Se.c.tOtL 06 South A6tLic.a l1ame1:y
the. Me1.d 06 tJz.aiMVlg 06 IVlCuaVl Te.ac.he.M iVl Na.ta1- w,i;th .6pe.ua£ tLe.6e.tL=
e.VlC.e. to .6ue.iliol1 ptLoc.e.du.tLel> not!.. admi.6.6iOVl to Te..a.c.he.tL TtLaiVliVlg iVl.6ti=
tutiO/'L6 aVld the. 6iVlaVluVlg 06 thel> e. iVl.6titu.tioVl.6 - aVl admil1i.6ttLative.
pe.Mpe.ilive..
The objectives of the research are, iVlte.tL alia, to give an overview of
. "p
teacher training with· special emphasis on recent developments; parti=
·-cu~~r~¥_the policies pertaining to teacher training in perspective;
review the financing of teacher training institutions as well as the ':
selection procedures for admission to these institutions; find ways of
encouraging the right persons to be trained as teachers; and to
reconnnend training schemes for the unqualified and for poorly
qualified teachers in the profession.
2. Study Area..
Chapter 2 focuses on definitions of training, teaching, the history
of teacher training, and an overV1ew of the different periods during
2
..
which progress was made ~n this important field of endeavour.
Chapter 3 discusses the policies pertaining to teacher training with
special reference to Indian· teacher training. Accordingly, an over=
view is given of the basic legislation in the South African context.
Furthermore the terms of reference and recommendations of the Whit~
Pa.peA OYl. :th~ PtLov,u,ioYl. 06 .Edu.c.a..:ttoYl. -<-Yl. :th~ R~pu.blic. 06 South A6~c.a.,
1983 are outlined, followed by a discussion on the introduction of
the new four-year diploma offered by the Springfield College of
Education.
Chapter 4 deals with the financing of teacher training institutions
and trainee teachers with special reference to the activities of the
Springfield College of Education.
Chapter 5 concentrates on the selection procedures applicable for
. .'
admission to teacher training institutions. Definitions of selection
is also given and a brief survey of selection procedures in other
countries conclude the chapter. '-r •
In Chapter 6 emphasis ~s placed on teacher training in'practice with
special reference to the degrees offered by .the University of Durban-
Westville. Therefore, school-based and campus-based teaching practice,
the assessment of students and the criteria for assessment are discussed.
Chapter 7 concludes the study with a few general suggestions towards
improving Indian teacher training ~n South Africa.
3
3. COMPILATION OF INFORMATION
Much of the information embodied in this dissertation was obtained
directly from interviews with high-ranking officials of the Department
of Education and Culture (House of Delegates), lecturers, trainee
teachers and past and present principals of secondary schools. Further=
more. a number of books, journals, periodicals, dissertations,
newspapeTs-and-repart~-cof-commi~sionsuf inquiries had to be consulted
in order to complete the dissertation.
Extensive use was made of the publications of the Teachers' Association
of South Africa, for the section on the history of teac~er training for
Indians.
Use was also made of the various acts. rules and regulations concerning
policies pertaining to teacher training.
~'
In addition, for the section- on teacher training a~ practice ~n
essence, extensive use was made of the publications of the Faculty of
'.<
Education,of the University of Durban-Westville.
4. TERMINOLOGY
It is imperative that an explanation-be ~iven of certain words which




A definition of institution is:
"a corporate body or establishment instituted and
organised for public use, or the building occupied
by such a corporate body."l)
Therefore, "institution" refers in this instance to the
Springrield College of Education and the-Eniversity of Durban-




"any calling or occupation other than commercial, manual,
etc"."involving special attainments or discipline, as
editing, music, teaching, etc., also the collective body
of those following such vocation".
In this dissertation "profession" refers to -te.a.C.MYl.g as the
definition implies, teaching is one of the professions~
Selection
A definition of "selection" is:
"the act of selecting, choice, anything selected:, a
collection made with care."3)
In this instance, by using ce~tain criteria, to choose from a





"imparting knowledge by lessons, giving instruction to,
guiding by precept or example,-giving instruction in,
making known, communicating the knowledge of. training
by practice or exercise. imparting skill. facility.
_etc .••showing ho,"]. giving explanation of."
_. - Teaching, .in this -study spe.cifically refers to guiding by lessons
to help one acquire a level of proficiency in a particular field;
guiding one by example, moulding one's character.
Training
Training 1S defined as:
"bringing to a requisite standard, as of conduct or skill.
by protracted or careful instruction, imparting of
specific, vocational or technical instruction and
practice."5)
Accordingly, in this dissertation 'training' specifically refers
to bringing students to a requisite standard 1n order to execute
r;--
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HISTORY OF TEACHER T~~INING WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO RECENT
DEVELOPl-fENTS
I. INTRODUCTION
In this chapter definitions of training will be glven, followed by a.
definition of teaching as a profession. Finally, attention will be
focused on the history of teacher training with special reference to
recent developments. An overview will also be given of the different
periods during which progress with teacher training was made.
2. DEFINITIONS OF TRAINING
Today, an observant person engaged anywhere in the world of work will
realise that training is widely accepted as a necessary function of
administering an institution~
In recent years both the private and public sectors in South Africa
. ~
have placed much emphasis on the training of its labousforce.
Th C · -T" f h P bl' p' 1 A .. I) f'e ommlttee on: ralnlng 0 t e u lC ersonne ssoclatl0n de lnes
'training' as:
. "the process of aiding employees to gain~effectiveness in
their present or future work.through the development of
appropriate habits of thought and action, skill, knowledge
and attitudes."
This definition. emphasises that training lS a .process, it lS never an
action which is completed on a given day. The definition also emphasises
that improvement:> is the employee ~s responsibility - it cannot be done to
8
him or for him. Finally, the definition relates to work




Teaching thus defined, can be differentiated from fundamental education
which is the totality of human mental development. But no clear, sharp
line can be.drawn between the two terms.
2
)
Because training ~s widely regarded as beneficial, and because training
programmes are a highly visible personnel activity, public personnel
administrator·s have spent much time assessing institutional training
needs, developing ·training programmes and evaluating their effective=
3)ness. '
The question ~s, why is so much importance attached to training? The
answer lies in the following: 4)
liThe relentless press of.technolo~y, the inexorable fact
ot change, the ceaseless clamour .of social problems -
all combine to make the adaptability and continuing
preparation of the workforce ••. ".
A well-conceived training programme not only helps teachers improve




) in, The n0W publiQ p~onnef admi~tnation,are of
the opinion that:
11 • • . , •
.•• tra~n1ng programmes of any substant1al scale were
started very late in government, and even now training
is not a highly developed function in many public
jurisdictions. However, most public employers now
"'-accept responsibility for providing at least some
training, whereas formerly many did not. It has been. -
9
. ,
many years now S1.nce training officers 1.n government were
a rarity, "...
Nigro and Nigr0
6 ) go on to say that training 1.S necessary to equ1.p
emp~oyees with the skills they need so that they could qualify for
higher ranking jobs. They are also of the opinion that ~raining is the
very element in upward mobility programmes to establish career lines
of progress· for the thousands ·of employees 1.n the bottom ranks who have
been·-locke-d-into-de ad-end--jobs.
Herbert A. Simon7) states that" training influences decisions
from the inside out. That is, training prepares the •... member to
reach satisfactory decisions himself (herself), without the need for
the constant exercise of authority or advice. In this sense, training
procedures are alternatives to the exercise of authority or advice as
means of control over the subordinate's decisions."
No training programme should be undertaken unless a need exists.
Nevertheless, there are some basic training objectives which are so
commonplace in governmental institutions that the need ~or them is
nearly universal. In.the case 'of teacher training, these typical
b · . . 1 d . 8)o Ject1.ves 1.nc u e the follow1.ng:
1. To provide a student with specific skills which he either does
not_have or which he should improve. This ·is the "how-to" type
of training.
2. To provide a student with information he needs in order to
perform his task or to learn a higher job for which he aspires.




4. To p~ovide students with an understanding of the objectives and
programmes of the entire institution.
Trainees learn best when they are positively motivated to participate
and feel the need for training on a personal level.
9
)
Training lS most likely to succeed when'it is conducted In an atmos=
phere of trust and support because the trainees acqulre a sense of
belonging.
Successful training depends on the appropriateness of the instructional
methods chosen and the skill with which they are employed. The relative
effectiveness of the available techniques depends on many factors, such
as the substance of what is being imparted or taught and the age,
experience, and other characteristics of the participants.
The training programme employed for students in training deals in the
main not only with the imprating of educational material but also
methodology and the use of educational aids.
Nigro and Nigro
lO
) point ,out that:
"(T)here are psychological dimensions to training that
must be understood and taken into account for training
pr 9grammes to succeed, no matter how well"'j>lar:ned '. and
executed they may be from a technical standpoint. A
training programme can be a significant change
experience fa! the participants, who may perceive it
as threatening, especially if it poses a change to
beliefs they hold deeply or questions the way they
have been doing their jobs,. Those who plan -training
programmes should anticipate these psychological
reactions ..• "
Training lS a vehicle of institutional and personal development. The
rapid pace of social and technological change has made adaptation a
J 1
virtual necessity for both institutions and individuals to cope.wit~
the requirements of ~ife. The days when high school or college
graduates could reasonably assume that they were prepared for a
life-long career or vocation are gone. People now face the propsect
of a relatively continuous educational and training process through=
, l'f' 11)out thelr 1 etlmes.
It would be apt to conclude with Mark Twain's verSlon of training:
"Training is everything. The peach was once a bitter
almond, a cauliflower is nothing but a cabbage with
a college education."J2)
3. TEACHING AS A PROFESSION
Teaching is regarded as a profession simply because it is not a task
that could be accomplished by any layman but a person with certain
specialised skills. Not any person could stand 1n front of a class
of. pupil~ and deliver the goods as a trained and/or qualified teacher
would. 13)
the term p~o6~~~on is defined as follows:
. "an occupation that prope.rly involves a liberal
~ education or·its equivalent, and mental rather
than manual labour, especially one of the three
learned professions, law,medicin~ or theology.
Hence,any calling or occupation other than,
~nt~ afia, commercial and manual involving .
special attainments or discipline~ such as,
~nt~ afia, editing, music, teaching, also the




It should be noted that teaching 15 included in the latter group on
the grounds tha~ special skills are required for practising these
professions.
offers a more comprehensive definition of the word p~o6~~ion, V1Z.,
"a vocation 1n which a professional knowlerlge of some
department of learning or science is used in its
application to the affairs of others or in the
practice of an art founded upon it. Applied speci=
fically to the three learned professions of divinity,
law and medicine, also to the military profession.
In a wider sense: any calling or occupation by which
a person habitually earns his, living. Now usually
applied to an occupation cons1dered to be socially
superivr to trade or handicraft but formerly, and
still in vulgar (or humorous) use including these."
In his book, Edu~ation in ~he U~ed S~~, 16) R.G. Boone gives a
conc1se definition of profession, V1Z.,
rr a profession in ideal represents service to the
community, in method, self-fQIgetflilness, in
forc~a sufficient body of co-workers to demand
the loyalty of each other, in condition, a
devotion of one's powers to the demands of the
calling. A profession also exacts certain tests
for admission:to its rights and privileges. rr
To determine whether.teachingsatisfies ,the requirements of a true
profession, the following eight universally valid criteria are
applied. 17)
1. A unique and essential service.
2. The importance of intellectual ability and knowledge of subject-
matter for the practice of the profession.
] 3
3. Comprehensive autonomy or the right of self-determination for
both the individual practitioner and the profession as a whole.
4. Emphasis on services rendered rather than on financial reward.
5. A comprehensive self-governing organisation for the profession.
6. A clear, unambiguous code of conduct, adapted to changing demands
made o~the profession.
7. A profession requires sustained in-service growth.
8. A true profession offers its every practitioner a vocation and
permanent membership of that profession.
From the foregoing it could be concluded that teaching is a profession
in the true sense of the word. Teaching is a profession of high calling
,-
and therefore the practitioners of the profession must possess
qualities of dedication, loyalty and honesty.
4. HISTORY OF INDIAN TEACHER TRAINING WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS
I . Introduction
In the following part of this chapter the early period of educational
history before 1900 will be given, followed by the earlier twentieth cen1
period 1900-- 1930. Finally, attention will be focu~ed on the period
between J930 to 1985.
2. Eearly period of educational history before 1900
The earliest record of education among Indians is contained in the
•
report of the Coolie COmm~~ioflset up in 1872 to investigate the
. ;
condition ot immigrant Indians. 18)
j L.
This Co~issio. observed'that only four schools were ~n existence and
tha~ a Reverend Stott, Superinte~dent of the Coo£ier~ M~~ion had a
sffi2.11 night school in which he was attempting tG train a few Indian
teachers. The Commission urged that a scheme be instituted for the
19)
training of Indian teachers in Durban.
As the Christian missions were usually the p~oneers ~n providing
Indians with education, the missionary himself was usually the
teacher, teaching the ~ee R~'by day and training teachers by night.
This teacher training, it must be borne in mind, meant selecting a
few intelligent and willing men and giving' them elementary educatio~.
~~en they had obtained a certain degree of literacy they were put in
20)
charge of classes.
This early period of educational history is notorious for the fact
that suitably qualified teachers could not be obtained either locally
. df Id' 21)or ~mporte rom n ~a.
~
In 1873 an Edu~ation Commi~~ion appointed by Lieutenant Governor
Musgrave, recommended, inteA aLW., that the then Plto:te&olt 06 Ind.<.a.n
Imniglta~ should secure the services of efficient ~rained teachers
from Ind~? and also to pr~pare young men to become teachers. 22 )
Considering an evening school to train teachers, it was observed. that
these were started'as early aSJ1868. There were 18 boys who attended
this school and of these 10 were under the age of 12. It was further
observed that the Reverend Stott attended three evenings a week and
taught the teacher.One evening he read Sanskrit, the next evening
'.'
15
Persic~, and the third evening he devoted to gener~l subjects t~ereby
I
_. . 23)
indicaring that religious knowledge dOIDlnated the teachlng arena.
To revert to the schools of that day, it lS interesting to note that
.6tand~td nOun ~GS the upper limit for three decades or more, the
reason bein~ that the teachers themselves had not had any more than
a fourth standard education, and, in the absence of any provision to
train teachers to do more than that, the system could not very well
24 )
support education beyond that standard.
A few of the teachers who were In practice were men from Mauritius'
who were not properly equipped to teach, because their education was,
at best, very poor and superficial and what they lacked in knowledge
25) .
and teach{ng techniques, they made up with the cane.
In order to make prOVlSlon for a supply of qualified teachers,
Inspector Colepepper urged the establishment of special schools for
v
h .. f 26)t e tralnlng 0 teachers.
The last two decades of the 19th Century saw no real progress with re=
gard to the availability of teachers. 27 )
However, it lS interesting to note ·that at·that point In time an
Indian teacher at the Durban Board School, Mr Hoover, suggested .that
a training college be established locally.28)
As the nineteenth century closed, it lS noted that for reasons of
low remuneration, low standards of education - the. highest primary
16
school grade being Standard 1\ ~ and lack of teacher training
facilities, teachers were inadequate in number, unreliable and.
. 29)
inefficient by present day standards.
3. Early twentieth century period 1900-1930
The.. gww. in Jte..Vr.o-6pe..c2°) goes on to indicate that "in 1904,-a
teacher training institution was opened by the St. Aidan's Mission,
);
first called the St. Aidanvs Diocesan Training College, later
changed to the St. Aidan's Provincial Training College. Admission
to this College was, in the early stages, the Standard IV of the
pr~mary school. The training led to the Junior and Senior grade
certificate examinations for Indian teachers, after a years study
for each."
In September, 1904, there were 17 boys in the St Aidan's College.
During the years 1904/5 the gross enroln,ent was 34 and the average
~ 31)
enrolment 21.
This development was followed by the establishment of· the Durban Traini
College which provided part-time training facilities for teachers alreal
in employment. In 1905/6 this school had 17 trainees and 13 in the nex
h b "" 11 "11 '." . ' 9'0 32)year.T ~ Dur an Tra~n~n~'Co . ege was st~ ~n ex~stence ~n 1 1 . '
The.. gww. i~ Jte..Vr.0-6pe..c,t33)further ,asserts that, "It seems that by
June, 1909, this College and St. Aidan's had successfully turned
out 22 certificated teachers between them."
J7
In 1909. it was ruled that all Indian assistants ~n Government
Indian schools had to have at least the two year Junior Teachers'
0fO 34)
Cert~ ~cate.
The syllabuses for the Junior and Senior school grades illake inter=
h '. eA: c;t 35)esting .reading, as pointed out by T e g~u ~n ~ ~o~pe :
"Junior:
English, arithmetic, dictation and ¥'riting, a written paper on_
school method, practical test in Black-board work, drawing and w'riting.
Practical Teaching was tested by Inspectors ~n the course of their
duties.
Senior:
Subjects were those set for the European Pupil-Teachers' Entrance
- ~
Examination, plus a written paper on school management, based on
practical knowledge and the study of a text book."
What the philosophy behind the teacher training was, or what concepts
of education prevailed in. those days, can only be inferred from their
practices.
The great. dearth of teachers referred to earlier continued into the
first decade of the twentieth century with the St. Aidan~ Mission
, 36)
striving ~o' relieve the pedagogic drought.
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a re-organisation of ...the St. Aidan' s Provincial-. Co lIegeApart from
in 1919, an attempt was made in 1918 to start a continuation class for
intending teachers at the York Road School~ in Pietermaritzburg, the
entrance qualification for which was the _Standard VI of the Government
School. This restricted the enrrants to pupils of the York Road
.
School itself as other schools at the time went only-as far as
37)
Standard IV.
It would appear from later references that only part-time teachers'
classes were attached to the York Road School. Another part-time
1 " h d " 920 38)class was estab ~s e at Tongaat ~n J •
4. Period J930-1958 -
By 1930 it was felt that teacher training was at best a very inadequa=
te preparation for __ the teaching profession. There was no training
college, no training school, no corporate student life and no contin=
uous study. The nearest approach to all these had been attendance at
lectures in Durban and Pietermaritzburg, lasting from three to four
and a half hours per week at the so called Training Classes conducted
by the Education Department. Here the -in-service teacher desiring to
~~provehis qualifications received instruction over the week-end. 39 )
The work done in the part-time classes was supplemented by Vacation
Courses on variou~ topics or - subjects such as -methods of teaching,
subjects of the school curriculum~ music,:art, and physical education.
The first Vacation Course was held in January, 1929. These courses
not only formed part of the training for those writing examinations,
·'
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but thev served as refresher cou~ses for trained teachers. 40)
In 1928 a fully equipped Training College known as the Sastri Training
College had been built by private Indian enterprise at a cost of
£13-000 (R26 000). The-first full-time teacher training classes at
pre-Matriculation level were started in 1931, and in 1932 student
. . 4. . 41 )
teachers entered for the then ~nst~tuted T5 and T Exam~nat~ons.
Thec9ufLU in fLeX.tt0.6pe.c;t42) further makes reference to the subjects
taught at the Sastri Training College. These were:














Another step was taken ~n 1935 when arrangements were made at Dartnell
Crescent.Indian ;irls' High School to provide instruction on the
academic side. For the professional training the girls attended
Sastri College. 43 )
In 1937, the St. Aidan's Girls School was training eight girls for
the T5 Examination on Saturday morn~ngs, but the Department of
Ed . . 44)ucat~on put a stop to th~s venture.
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During this time students in th~ training schocls proper had the
advantage of a full-time course in which the purely professional
study was supplemented by work in the academic courses of the High
School. For the teaching certificate, T 3 B, the Junior Certificate
c~ the University of South Africa, or its equiva1ent, was the
minimum prerequisite qualification. The students did their practice
teaching in the. primary schools which were around the' training
45)
schools.
1950 saw the construction of the present Springfield College of
Education. Opened in the early ]950's the College prepared students
. f' 46)for the T 3 B Teacher~ Cert1 1cate.
Later, matriculants were admitted an they were prepared for the
M + 2 Examinations, (Matriculation + 2 years' training experience.)
The admission requirements to this teacher·training institution and
-~he courses offered will be dealt with in Chapter 3 under the heading,
Policies pertaining to teacher:training. 47 )
5. rPeriod1958 - 1985- '-
Soon it was realised that training over a period of two years did not
fully equip a teacher, and in ]958 the number of years of training
i~creased to three years, known as M + 3. 48 )
In his article, Futu4e P~o~pe~ ~n Tea~h~ Tnai~n9 ,49)published in
A~oha by the Springfield College of Education in December, 1969, the
!then Rec·tor of the College, Mr A.E. Levine b..:ad th1's_ to- say:·
21 '.'
"We are concerned~ in the main;-with future Teacher Training at the
College but we cannot ignore what is likely to be done at other
Institutions. It is anticipated that all new entrants to the College
from 1970 will follow a three year course~ leading to one of the
following diplomas -
(a) Primary Teachers' Diploma,
(b) Primary Teachers' Diploma with specialisation ~n :art, music,
Handwork, 'or physical education.
(c) Infant Teachers' Diplom&,
(d) Lower Secondary Teachers' Diploma"
L1e three year diploma had been in force from 1958 until 1984 when
it was decided to phase the three year diploma out and introduce the
new four-year diploma in 1985.
50
)
It should be pointed out here that the final year M+2 students had the
option of continuing to the M+3 from 1958 and in 1970 the M+3 diplomay
51 )
because compulsory.
Whilst the Springfield College of Education catered only for the
training of teachers, in the 1970's, teacher training also commenced at
the M.L. Sultan Technikon.and the Faculty of Education section of the
University of Durban-Westville. However, a few years later, the teach=
er training division at the M.L. Sultan Technikon soon closed down. 52)
The University of Durban-Westville offers a four-year diploma whilst
the StuC~il~S also prepare for degree courses. 53)
22 ...
As mentioned earlier, the new f~~r-year diploma has been offerea
f d
. 54)
for the first time in 1985 at the Springfield College 0 E ucat~on.
This higher education diploma offers the following: junior primary,
senior primary and non-graduate diploma. It is anticipated that this
. 55)
ne,,- diploma will provide for greater professional and academic growth.
The proposed new College of Educati0n to be built-in Cato Manor is a
replacement college for the Springfield College of Education. It
must be seen as meeting the long overdue need to modernise our teacher
training facilities and the expansion of these facilities for the
. 56)
requirements of a four-year diploma.
It is anticipated that the Education Faculty of the University of
Durban-Westville will play a part in the functioning of this four-year
diploma by recogn~s~ng the final year examination courses as credits
towards a degree. 57 )
5. SUMMARY
In the period before 1900, Indian education was pioneered by Christian
m~ss~ons. The Coo~e Comm~~ion set u~ in 1872 observed that only
four schools were in existence. A feature of this early period of
Indian education is t11t suitably qualified teachers could not beob=
taine~ either locally or imported f.rom India.
During this period S:ta.ndaJtd FOM was the upper limi t as the teachers
themselves had no more than a fourth standard education.
23
As the nineteenth century closea, it was observed that the standard
of education was low, the highest pr~mary school grade being Standard
.four.
For reasons of low remuneration, and lack of teacher training
facilities, teachers were small in number, inefficient and un=
reliable by present day standards.
In the early twentieth century period: 1900 to 1930, a teacher
training institution, the St. Aidan's Provincial Training College,
was established.
This development was followed by the establishment of the Durban
Training College which provided.part-time training facilities
for teachers already in employmen~. In 1918, training facilities
for teachers were established at the York Road School in Pietermaritz=
p
burg. Another part-time class was established at Tongaat in 1920.
Some improvements were made between the years 1930 to 1958. Training
classes were conducted by the Education' Department ~n Durban and
Pietermaritzburg. This was supplemented by Vacation courses on
various topics and subjects. In 1928, a fully equipped training
college"known as Sastri Training College, had been built by private
Indian enterprise at a cost of El? 000.
In the early 1950's the Springfield College of Education prepared
students for the T3 B Teacher's Certificate.
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The three-year diploma had been.in force from 1958 to 1984 when it
was decided to. introduce the four-year diploma in 1985. In the
1970's teacher training also commenced at the M. L. Sultan Technikon
and the Faculty of Education of the University of Durban-Westville.
The University of Durban-Westville offers a four-year diploma whilst
the students also prepare for degree courses.
The proposed new College of Education at Cat 0 Manor will modernise
and improve teacher training facilities, and it is anticipated that
the Education Faculty of the University of Durban-Westville will
recognise the fourth-year examination courses as credits towards a
degree.
From the foregoing, it ~s evident that Indian teacher training
gained momentum since 1961. As the need was felt for more qualified
and better-equipped teachers so the number of years of training also
v increased. More and better facilities for training teachers also took
priority.
2S
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POLICIES PERTAINING TO TEACHER TRAINING
1• INTRODUCTION
. F' h k 1) bl" l' ".. t 1Accord~ng to ~ro oc pu ~c po ~cy, ~n ~ts mos genera sense,
(is) the. pattern of action that resolves conflicting claims or
provides incentives for co-operation." Furthermore,"within the
broad term policy, two features stand out. First, policy is a s
social practice, not a singular or isolated event ... second, policy
~s occasioned by the need either (1) to reconcile conflicting claims
or (2) to establish incentives for collective action among those who
do share goals but find it irrational toc,o-operate with one another."
Furthermore, public policy making in public ('r governmental adminis=
tration is~considered the responsibility of the political executive,
and the'political executive in turn is responsible for its actions
before parliament, which .exercises sovereignty on behalf of
the people. 2)
Public policy making finds expression ~n the pass~ng by the
legislatures of a country of laws, rules and regulations. Thus
29
just as ~n a~y job situation certain rules, regulations and laws lay
down the requi~ements necessary for employment, so too the Government
has laid down certain requirements for admission of students to
training colleges.
It is of course, essential that specific norms and criteria must be
used to obviate chaos.
This chapter focuses attention on the I~dia~_EduQatio~Amendment Act
1984 (Act 78 on 19841, together with regulations contained in Govennment
Regu.£.aA:.,LoY1.6 and the Ha~dbook. noJ!. PJU~c.ipa..t6 .. T.he terms of reference
and recommendations of the White Pap~ on the PJz.ov~{o~ On Edueatio~
i~ the RepubtiQ On South AnJUQa, 1983, are. outlined, followed by the
introduction of the new four-year Diploma offered by the Springfield
College of Education •
. 2. LAWS, RULES AND REGULATIONS
2.1 Indians Education Amendment Act, 1984 (Ac~_~8 of 19~)-
The princ~p?Laim of this Act is '~to provide for the control of c
education for fndians by the Department of Education and Culture
(House of Delegates) 3),' ,
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The. IruuQ.YlJ.> Edu.C1Lt.Wn Amendme.n.t,}e.t, 1984, (Act 78 of 1984) pra"'vides
that:
"As from the date of commencement of this Act
education for Indians shall subject to the
provisions of the ,said Act, be controlled
by the Department in which there shall, for
that purpose, be a division of Education at
tl:e head of which shall be .an officer w~Z)has
expert knowledge of educat~on matters.
'3. ADMISSION TO A TEACHER TRAINING COLLEGE
Regulations yertinent to teacher;rraining are contained in, ~n.t~
a.t.i.a..: Gov~nme.n.t Re.gu...f.a;t.{.orif., which are amended and adapted from time
to time and the Handboo~ 6o~ P~neip~ issued to school principals
by the various education departments.
3. I . R359)) "Government regulat~pn no. -
The then Minister of Indian Affairs, has, through Gov~nme.n.t
Re.gulation No. R. 359_Dated 11 March, 1966, under and by virture
~
of the powers vested ~n him by paragraph (e) of sub-section (I) of
section thirty-three of the IndiaYlJ.> Education Act, 1965 (Act 61 of
1965), made the following regulations:-
3 • I • I Subject to the provisions of these regulations any person
maybe admitted to a teachers' tra~ning college or a
teachers' training course as a student if he-
(a) i is at least 16 years of age on -the 1st of January of the







(b) has submitteq to the Executive Director a certifie~
."
copy of a certificate of registration of birth or, ~n
the absence of such registration or in the case of
inability to obtain such certificate, such other proof
of date of birth as may be acceptable to the Executive
Director;
(c) has submitted proof of having obtained a certificate
prescribed by the Executive Director as the minimum
qualifications for admission to the course for which
he wishes to enrol or any certificate recognised by
the Executive Director as equivalent thereto;
(d) has submitted a medical certificate on an approved form,
indicating that his health and physical condition
are satisfactory for the teaching profession;-..
(e) has been recommended for admission by any person
or body appointed or approved by the Executive
Director for the purpose.
A~y ferson desiring to undergo training as a teacher at any
training :'college under the control of the Department, shall
submit-to the Executive. Director on a form approved by the
Executive Director his application for admission to the course








Every applicant selected~for training as a teacher shall
be notified accordingly in writing by the Executive Director.
Any student attending any course at any trainin~ college
under the control of the Department shall, for the first
half-year of such course, be deemed to ·be on probation.
If at the end of or during the probationary period any student
is deemed by the Executive Director to be unlikely to prove
suitable for the teaching profession, he may dlscharge such
student without requiring "repayment of any tuition and other
fee or advance payable for the period of attendance.
The Secretary may at any time after the probationary period
t~rminate any student's training when in his ppinion the stud=
ent has either failed to make the necessary progress or is
unsuited to the teaching profession, in which case the Secret=
ary may require payment of any tuition or other fee or advance
payable for the period of attendance:~ Provided that if the
Secretary is satisfied that such student's failure to make the
necessary progress or his unsuitability for teaching professi=
on is due to circumstances beyond the control of such student,
he may exempt such student from the repayment of such tuition
and other fee or advance.
Any woman student who marr1es during her course of training
may be permitted to continue such course after her marr1age.
33 '.'





the control of the Department may s~spend from attendance
at such college any student if the conduct of such stud=
ent is in the opinion of -the rector prejudicial to such
college.
-'(2) Innnediately after the suspenSl.on of any student l.n terms
of sub-regulation (1), the rector shall inform the parent
thereof and shall submi t a full'report thereon to the Exec=
utive Director which shall include any explanation or.
statement which such student may desire to bring to the
notice of. the Executive Director.
(3) After receipt of a report referred to in sub-regulation
(2) the Executive Director shall determine whether
such student is to be expelled or allowed to return to
such college and on what conditions.
(4) Any student expelled l.n terms of sub-regulation (3)
shall be deemed to have failed to complete the course
of training and shall pay tuition an~ other fee payable
for the period of his attendance at such college.
Regular attendance at classes shall be required of every
.~student for the full duration of the course taken.
The rector may grant any student leave of absence on account
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of illness: Provided that in the case of an application for
such leave for more than three consecutive days such student
may be required to submit a form approved by the Executive
Director a certificate issued by a registered medical pract=
itioner.
3.1.10 The rector may grant any student leave of absence for any
reason other than illness up to a maximum of three consecutive
days. If leave for.:~ore than three consecutive days is
required, the approval of the Executive Director shall be
obtained.
3.1.11 (~) Fees for registration, tuition, examination and supply
of books, as may be determined by the Minister ir consulta'
with the Minister of Finance from time to time, ' lall
~
be payable at all teacher training colleges in respect
of courses actually followed at such institutions.
(2) All fees referred to ~n sub-regulation (I) shall be
payable half-yearly ~n advance, or on such terms as
the Executive Director may approve.
3.1.12 The Secre~ary may grant any student who ~n terms of
regulations 3.1.9 and 3.1.10 ~s absent for half or more than
half of any quarter a rebate of half the tuition fees payable
for that quarter: Provided that if the period of attendance
during such quarter is ten days or less, the Secretary may
. remit or reduce=thetuition fees payable.
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3.1.13 With a view to such action as the Secretary may deem necessary,
the rector shall report ·to the Executive Director any student
whose fees rema~n outstandiLg at the end of the half-year in
which they become due.
3.2 Handbook for principals7)
Principals of schools are advised about admission to teacher training
colleges through the HandbooQ 6o~.P~v.cip~ supplied by the Division
of Education of the Administration for Indian Own Affairs, Department
of Education and Culture.
A closer look at the handbook ~n connection with teacher training,
reveals the following:
Teacher training courses 1n Natal are offered at the University of
Durban-Westville and the Springfield College of Education.
3.2. 1 Application for Admission
Before a pupil applies for admission to one of the above-named






particulars regarding the courses available;
qualifi~ations necessary for admission;
conditions of admission (GoveJtnme.n;t Notic.e. No.
R. 359) dated 11 March 1966;
award of bursaries (Gov~e.n;t Notic.e. No. R. 773)
dated 21 April 1978; and
the specific entrance qualifications/requirements
to the courses of study.
3.2.2
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Application forms for admission to teacher training
institutions are sent to"high schools each year by the




all pupils who wish to enrol for teacher
training courses and are consideredJby the
principal to be .uitable for the teaching
profession.
All past pupils of the school who wish to enrol
for teacher training courses provided they have






Principals shall complete the confidential reports form
(Form B) in respect of all applicants referred in sub-
paragraphs 3.2.2.1 and 3.2.2.2.
Principals shall return completed forms A and B to the
Executive Director not later than the date stipulated on the
school calendar.
All applicants who meet the mlnlmum entrance requirements as
set down In paragraph 3.1.2 will be requested to appear
before a selection committee. The Executive Director shall
notify such applicants of the date of their interview.
Successful applicants will be notified by the Executive
Director of their acceptance.
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3.3 Degrees and/or Diplomas Awarded at Teacher Training Institutions
3.3.1 The following degrees are awarded in the Faculty of Education,
University 6f Durban-Westville: -
Bachelor of Paedagogics (Arts)
Bachelor of Paedagogics (Science)
Bachelor of Paedagogics (Commerce)
Bachelor of Paedagogics (Home Economics)
Bachelor of Paedagogics (Primary Education).
3.3.2 The following diplomas are awarded ~n the Faculty of Education,
University of Durban-Westville:-
University Diploma ~n Education (Senior Primary)
University Diploma ~n Education (Junior Secondary)
University Higher Diploma ~n Education
Diploma 1.n School Counselling
Diploma for Teachers of the Deaf and Hard of Hearing
Diploma 1.n Remedial Education
Diploma 1.n Special Education
Diploma ~n the Teaching of Physiotherapy, and
Diploma 1.n Resource Centre Management.
3.3.3 The following diplomas are awarded at the Springfield College
of Education:
Junior Secondary Education. Diploma,
Pre- and Junior Primary Education Diploma, and






Faculty of Education, University of Durban-Westville
The specific entrance qualifications for admission to the
courses of study for the degrees and diplomas in this faculty
are set out in the calendar of the University.
Springfield ColI 'ge of Education





A candidate must have passed the Senior Certificate
Examination with:
A pass in English First Language on the Higher
Grade with at least a symbol ''E'' and a pass in
Afrikaans Second Language with at least a symbol
"E" if passed on the Standard Grade and a pass in
each of the three other subjects with at least a
symbol "E" if passed on the Standard Grade.
Special Requirements
For a Junior Secondary Education Diploma Course:
Humanities Direction
At least ONE of the subjects passed (other than
English First Language) must be from the Humanities
Group of subjects and it must be passed with at
.-'
least a symbol "E" on theH'igher Grade ,or with a
symbol "c" on the Standard Grade.
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For a Junior Secondary Education Diploma
Course: Commercial Direction
At least ONE of the subjects must be passed from
the Commercial Group of subjects and it must be
passed with at least a symbol "E" on the Higher
Grade or with at least a symbol "c" on the Standard
Grade.
For a Pre- and Junior Primary Education Diploma
or a Senior Primary Education Diploma
At least ONE of the subjects passed (other than
English First Language) must have been passed with
at least a symbol "E" on the Higher Grade or with
at least a symbol "c" on the Standard Grade.
NOTE:
As from Januar~ 1979 a candidate for admission to
ANY course at a college of education must have
passed a subject (other than E~glish First Language)
on the Higher Grade.
4. WHITE PAPER ON THE PROVISION OF EDUCATION IN THE REPUBLIC OF
SOUTH AFRICA, 1983
4.1 Terms of Reference
In June 1980 the Cabinet requested the Human Sciences Research Council
(HSRC) to conduct an in-depth investigation into all aspects of
education. It was the desire of the Government that the 1~qu1ry should
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provide a basis for the formulation of an education policy by means
of which8):
11 the potential of all the inhabitants of the Republic of
South Africa could be realised;
econom~c growth in the Republic of South Africa could be .
promoted, and
the quality of life of all the inhabitants of the Republic
. d· d ,,9)of South Afr~ca coul be ~mprove .
To this end the Government requested that the HSRC, taking account of,
-<.n;teA aLi..a., the present situation ill education, the population
composition in South African society and the resources available for
education ~n the Republic of South Africa, make recommendations on
organisational structures for the administration of education, on
·education infrastructures and on a programme to attain education of an
10)
equal quality for all population groups.
The Government received the Report on the HSRC investigation ~n July
1981 and released it in October 1981, together with an In;t~
MemoJr..a.n.dum. The Government announced in the I n;teJU.m MemoJr..a.ndum on the
RepOll;t 06 -the MMn CotrJm.i.ftee on .the Huma.n Suenc.e.6 Ru eiVl.c.h Cou.ne.-{;t'.6
Inq~y -<.n.to Educ.a..t-<-on th~t it would decide on the recommendations
contained in the Report after interested parties had had the
opportunity of commenting on the Report and after the Government had
in turn had an opportunity to consider the HSRC's recommendations and
the comments carefully. I~ was announced at the same time that the
three Ministers who were responsible for education at the time, namely,
ing Party) to advise these
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the Ministers of Internal Affairs, of National Education, and of
Education and Training, would give co-ordinated consideration to the
., } 1)
Report, with the Minister of National Educat~on act~ng as convener.
In paragraph 5 of its Int~ Memohandum the Government announced
the appointment of an Int~ Edu~ation Wo~Qing P~y (Education Work=
. . 12)
M~n~sters.
The Edu~ation Wo~Qing P~y handed its Report to the Minister of
National Education in November 1982. The Government expressed its
thanks to the Chairman Professor J.P. de Lange, and to the members of
the Educ-ation Wo~Qil'l.g P~y for the extensive and important task
.. h . d}3)they performed w~th~n a s ort per~o .
The Wo~Qing P~y presented its summary of comments on the HSRC Report
and its own recommendations in four parts, which covered the following
. 14)
subJects:
" - Education Managemen~in the Republic of South Africa at
the first level;
- Education Management at the second l~vel;
- Provision of Education."
The Government stated in its Interim Memorandum that its consideration
of the findings and recommendations contained in the HSRC Report it
would concentrate mainly on improving the quality of education ~n the
Republic of South Africa still further and providing education of
equal quality for all population groups. With this aim in view the
Government considered the recommendations contained in the HSRC Report,
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comments on them, and the advice of the Int~ Edueatio» Wo~~»g P~y
and, as it undertook to do in October 1981, compiled this White Paper,
in which its views and decisions regarding most of the recommendations
were set forth.
4.2 Recommendations by the education working party
~he Edu~atio» Wo~~»g P~y made the following recommendations on the
. ... h 4 15 f· R 15)broad f~eld of teacher tra~n~ng ~n paragrap . 0 ~ts eport:
4.2.1 Introduction
"No other single fac~or is as decisive ~n determining the
quality of education in a country as the quality of the
corps of teachers, lecturers and instructors." 16)
4.2.2 Recruitment and selection
"(a) A recruitment and selection programme should be implemented
by each education authority as standard practice .
to-
(b) As an immediate serv~ce to the education authorities the
future South African Council for Education, in collaboration
with the profession and employers in education and on the
basis of existing. research, experience and insights, should
draw up a broad model for a recruitment and selection progra=
mme and, ~n due course, refine it through research.
(c) Each education authority, using the model programme as a
guide-line, should draw up and implement its own programmes
with its own particular contents and emphases. ,,17)
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4.2.3 Training
"Ca) There is an urgent need for training institutions that
are geographically and demographically well placed Clocation
will partly determine the recruitment potential).
Cb) The physical facilities should be provided on the basis of
national norms to guarantee equal quality.
Cc) The erection of the facilities should be programmeB with a
view to:





keeping up with the projected needs.
Cd) Training for the needs of special education should rece~ve
immediate and systematic attention in regard to course and
'facilities.
Ce) The urgent need for technical and other forms of general
formative preparatory career education and the need for more
teachers in these fields can be met only if statutory provis=
ion is made for technikons to be able to train teachers.
This will mean, on the one hand, that the 'fields in which
the technikons have to train teachers will have to be deter=
mined and, on the other hand, that guidel{ne~'will have to be
laid down for orderly co-operation between universities,
teacher training colleges and technikons. The autonomous
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status of these institutions will have to be comparable for
this to be possible.
(f) In all teacher traininp" the people responsible for the
professional training of education students should have
qualifications in Education.
(g) Requirements in terms of academic and professional training
and also actual teaching experience for teacher trainers
involved in the professional tra~ning of education students
should be determined and defined.
(h) There is a need for the co-ordinated evaluation and recog=
nition of qualifications at the. national level. The appel=
lation of certificates should also be co-ordinated at the
national level.
~
(i) The a~m ~n training should be an effective balance between
academic, professional and practical, vocationally oriented
components. In particular, the teaching and acquisition of
classroom skills and teaching practice should be given their
rightful place in teacher training.
(j) An investigation should be conducted in teacher training into
the desirability of appropriate academic and other subject
matter that is relevant to the.work of teachers. Standards
should be co-ordinated in such a way that the foundations are
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are laid for continuing training.
(k) Grade 12 or an equivalent qualification should be the
minimum requirement for admission to teacher training.
(1) The m~n~mum duration of training should be extended to three
years. The position of people with fewer years of training
should be safeguarded as far as possible.
(m) The desirability of instituting an -internship under the
guidance of an accredited tutor teacher as an integral
part of teacher training and a probationary period for
'beginner tea'chers before registration merits careful- study.
(n) Systematic and co-ordinated research and development in
respect of teacher training (including,.reoruitment and
F-
selection) should be undertaken on a ~ontinuous basi.s.
(0) The proposed South African Council for Education should
play a key role through a committee for teacher training ~n
I
the planning and co-ordination of teacher training.,,18)
4.2.4 Contin~ing training
II(~) Facilities for continuing training should be carefully
planned so as to be easily accessible and also access;




Criteria for ,all cont, Jing training courses should...
be uniform with a view to control over standards and
the acquisition of certificates.
4.2.5
(c) There should be facilities for continuing training
for incumbent5 of all types-of teaching pos is'..
(d) The training of teacher trainers 1S an important aspect
of the training and continuing training of teachers
and attention should therefore be given to equipping
teacher trainers for their role in continuing training.
(e) Apart from continuing training aimed at acquiring higher
qualifications, constant in-service training is of
. . l' ,,19)cr1t1ca 1IDportance.
Conditions of employment and.working conditions
"(a) Conditions of service should satisfy professional require=
ments so that:
(i) the profession 1S made attractive enough for enough
promising young people; and
(ii) .more teaching staff is retained by' creating circum=
stances that will satisfy the teaching corps
and keep teachers happy.
(b) These conditions should be commensurate with the special~
ised traini~g and' .service of teachers .
.....
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(c) They should enable teachers to satisfy the demand for ,
continuing professional growth.
(d) Adequate opportunities for promotion should be created.
(e)· Good physical circumstances should be created. and this
includes the availability of tl~ .necessary apparatus and
aids.
(f) In accordance with the model of the ComnU;t;te.e.c,fiof!.. Educ.at=
,tonal!- Sbtuc.tu.fZ..e.-6 (CES) and the Re6e.af!..c.h Commi;t;te.e.fiotL
Educ.ational Sbtuc.tu.tLe.-6 (RCES). inputs should be obtained
from all groups of teachers in the light of the accepted
principle of equal conditions of service.
(g) The teaching profession should have statutorily
d o d' ° dO. f l' ,,20)eterm~ne ways to negot~ate con ~t~ons 0 emp oyment.
4.2.6 Decision by the Central Government.
"(a) The Government v~ews the var~ous recommendations regard=
ing the training of teachers ~n a favourable light.
1
·It ~s
well aware that no programme of educational renewal and
educational improvement can succeed unless there is~a
corps of adequately trained and well-motivated teachers
to devote themselves to the task. The Government is
therefore of ,the opinion that the South AfiJz..ican Council
60f!.. Educ.ation which is to be founded, the executive
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departments and bodies involved in teacher training
such as the universities, training colleges and tech=
nikons should co-operate in the planning and co-ordin=
ation of teacher training. The organised teaching
profession should also be given a say ~n the planning
of teacher training.
(b) The Government considers it essential for var~ous
reasons that the different qualifications accepted for
employmen~ in the education of all population groups
should be of a uniform standard and expects that those
concerned should make this a matter of priority. Here
atLention is drawn to the Government's decision on a
statutory certifying council and a central registering
body and teachers' professional councils.
All education departments already require that students
presenting themselves for training as teachers should have
at least a Standard 10 certificate. The Department of
Education and Training and the Department of Education
and Culture (House of Representatives) have made this
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requirement only since beginning of _1980. There
are therefore still students undergoing training at
present who do not have :this qualification for admiss=
1on .
. With regard to the duration of teachers' training courses
the minimum duration of all courses for the initial
training of teachers by all education departments is
already three years.
(d) Regarding the recommendation that legal provision be
made for technikons to train teachers, it should be
pointed out that in terms of the AdvanQed TeQhniQaf
EduQation Amendment Act, 1983 (Act 84 of 1983) the
technikons that serve mainly Whites are already able to
train teachers in co-operation with universities. In
the case of all the other groups the facirities of the
technikons concerned can be used in the training of
teachers at present.
The Government reiterates that 1t . supports the principle
that the training of teachers at colleges of education
and technikons should take place in co-operation with
universities. The Government 1S also in favour of the
extension of teacher training at technikons for special=
i~ei subjects~ as for example, in the technical fields,




technikons are eminently suited, 1n V1ew of their infra=
structure and expertise, to make a significant contributio;
,,21)
to the development of the country.
(e) With regard to the recommendation on a structure for
negoriationon conditions of service, the Government made
the following decision:
"i) In terms of the new Constitution the de-termination of
salaries and condit:'ons of service, i.e. remuneration,
posts and career structures, for educators in all
education departments will have to be dealt with as a
general matter.
ii) The Go~ernment 1S of the op1n1on that this is a
. specialised function and has therefore decided that the
Comr~ee on Edu~ation Stnu~~ (CES) and its
RueaJ1.~h CornmU:tee on Edu~ation S:tAu~~ (RECES) will
advise the Minister responsible for general educational
matters under the new constitutional dispensation with
regard to remuneration, posts and career structures for
educators up to the highest level 1n education.
With this a1m 1n view, the powers and composition of
CES and RECES have already been adapted, although at
present advice is still given to the three Ministers
jointly responsible for education. Both committees,
CES and RECES, will be constituted by the Minister
responsible for general educational matters, 'in co-
operation with the various education Ministers.
:,iii) However, the Un.iVeJL6Lt.[~ and Te~hrU.k.oYL6 Adv-uoftlj
Council and the South A6Jti~ Council 60ft Edu~on
could also provide inputs on remuneration and posts
and career structures for educators.
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iv) The data base whose establishment is recommended in tbe Report
by the Edueation Wo~Qing P~y has already been established
for educators in the serV1ce of the provincial departments,
the Department of National Education and the autonomous
institutions connected with the Department of National
Edpcation, and a set of rules for its use by interested
bodies has already been approved by the Minister of National
Education. It will be further expanded with a view to the
extended responsibility of the abovementioned' Committee
on Edueation S.:tJz.uc..:tMe..6 (CES). tl22)-
5. NEW FOUR-YEAR DIPLOMA
A compulsory ,four-year higher education diploma is offered for the
first time at the Springfield College of Education with effect from
1985.
The three-year diploma would now be phased out.
The following concluding remarks were made by the Rector, Dr G.K. Nair,
of the Springfield College of Education at its graduation ceremony, as
appeared 1n the Sunday T~bune H~ of 2 December 1984.
tlStudents who are admitted into the first year 1n 1985
will have to do a higher education diploma 1n one of
-,
three fields - Jun10r primary, senior primary and non-
graduate diploma.
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The four-year diplomas will provide for greater
professional and academic·· growth at the college.
Independent reading on the part of students and
more extensive researching and publication on
the part of lecturing staff will give an impetus
. . f' I' ,,23)to that dr~ve for h~gher pro ess~ona ~sm .
6. SUMMARY
To keep pace with modern trends, there is need for policies to be
constantly reviewed and adapted in order to fulfil the aspirations
of the teaching corps. T~erefore, the regulations regarding teacher
training contained in Gov~nment Regulationo are amended and adapted
from time to time. Parliament also passes new acts when necessary,
for example, the Indiano Edu~ation Amendment Act, 1984 (Act 78 of 1984)
The principal aim of this Act was to hand over control of Indian
Education to the Department of Education and Culture (House of Dele=
gates). The regulations governing admission to a teacher ~training
;.- .
college are set out in Govennment Regulation No. R359 and the Handbook
.6oft PJU.n.upa..t6. This handbook is issued to school principals by the
education department.
Intensive research into all aspects of education is an integral part
of policy - making. In this regard the Cabinet requested the Human
Sciences Research Council to conduct an intensive investigation into "
all aspects of education in June 1980. This was to provide a basis
for the formulation of an education policy. The findings and recommen=
dations .of the Human Sciences' R~search Council .appear· in the WlU..:te Pap"e.Jt
on the Pftov~ion 06 Edu~ation in the Repub£i~ on South A6Jti~·, 1983.
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The a1ms of such research are t~ see that the potential of
individuals could be realised, economic growth promoted and the
quality of life of all South Africans improved.
The quality of education in a country is determined by the quality
of the corps of teachers, lecturers and instructors.
To this end, therefore, a well formulated policy for the training
of teachers 1S a prerequisite.
The present policy adopted in teacher training together with the
recommendations of the White Pap~ on the P~ov~ion on EduQation ~n
the Repub~Q On South An~Qa,. 1983 should add an impetus to teacher
training in the future.
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8. ANNEXURE
1. Application form for teacher education courses.
A.,,~tXURE J 57
APPLICATIOK FORM FOR TEACHER EDUCATioN COURSES
9/3917/2
IEPARTMENT OF INTERNAL AFFAIRS
lIVISION OF INDIAN EDUCATION
'EACHER EDUCATION COURSES -. .
,PPLICATION FORM










. (Indicate with a cross (x) where applicable)
APPLICANT'S.PARTICULARS
• 1 Surname :
.2 First Name{s)
.3 Date of.·Birth
.5 Identity ~<? .. :
-:7 Marital'Status: SingJ.e
.8 Are you a South African








.11 Teaching experience, if any: years. Ref. No.
L---L._.L---L._..L-~_...L.._-'-----I
.12 Parent's/Guardian's Full name.andaddress:
;13 Father's Occupation
. Where €mployed
PARTICULARS IN REGARD TO EXAMINATIONS
.1 ~ . .school attended
2 . Examination No.
3 Year of Examination
4
4. 1
Q~~ltf;irigeXamination passed or entered:
Senior·Certificate L-:-' ._I Senior Certif'icate with r
. Matriculation Exemption. l--------__










To be filled in by applicants who have already.
4.2'
passed the examlnatlon .
'.3 If you have a.l:i:eady passed the examination you must _
1.3.1 attach a certified copy of your Senior Certificate to this form;
1.3.2 indicate whether you have entererl t.n ....p_1.r,..;~~ ~_ •• _ ...... ~- .•
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2.5 POST MATRICULATION OUALIF_CATION:
2.5.1 Name of degree or qualification:










Subjects currently entered for : ~ __
Institution attended/provided tuition
Were yotl accepted for admission to a teacher education course
previously? _ _t!_E_S__....I..;.N;.;o~r=1==~ -,
If yes, in which year? I ~
Reasons for withdrawing from the course: _
I_Y_ES ' _I NO
Were you in receipt of a State bursary?
If yes, have you repaid_your bursary debt
in full? -
3. INSTITUTION APPLICANT WISHES TO ATTEND
YES NO
.
Indicate hereunder, in order of preference
1 to 3, the'institution you wish to attend
Springfield College of Education
Transvaal College of Education, Laudium
University of Durban-W~tville
4. COURSE FOR WHICH APPLICANT DESIRES TO ENROL




Make a choice of two courses and indicate the order of preference by
inserting the numbers ~nd 2 against -the courses specified.
4.1 At Springfield/Transvaal College of Education
4.f.l Higher.Education Diploma (Pre & Junior Primary)
~.1.2 Higher Education Diploma (Senior Primary)
4.1.3 Higher Diploma in 'Education (Non-Graduate).





4.2 At University of Durban-Westville
4.2.1 The degree of Bachelor of Paedagogics:
(A four year post Matriculation course in one of the











4.2.2 University Higher Diploma in Education
(One year post degree,course)
5. ' FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
Do you' requi're a b'ursary? Indicate with a cross (x)
6. HOSTEL:
(For students at the'Springfield and Transvaal Colleges only)
, ' '
Hostel accommodation for students at the Springfield and Transvaal
Colleges of Education is'available for whith'thefee will be
'approxima'tely RA60 per ',aimum. ,Indicate wIth a cross (x) in the
appropriate ~quare whether you will require accommodation in the
hostel. " [1~D NO
If yes indicate the hostel: Springfield College
" ~ . , "Transvaal College




7~ , ':REMARKS:'ANDGENERAL PROCEDURE
.. ' - ~. .... . i ',' f- .. ~.' ._~.},:", . ; ....'""" .~. ~. - .',.,. ----~~~---DATE
; , . f.




, 'Part{'c~l~rrs",regarding the courses 'available', qualifiCations necessary
for admission~ the condl.tionsof admission and the awar(;1of bursaries
are ,~btainable from school principal;:>. ' ,
'The 'a'p~11.~'~ti~n~fohn',(PBlrl'A):"which must be -comp]"~ted in' every detail,
, :, must ,be' l1anded to: the"p'ri'ncipalof the 'school last' attended.
-.. ~,~~"-r!~\._~: .'..-;:+.~ .to<: ·1.··[·~;,'; ..•... ~ .,_~_ r !_~,.~.... "~. - '..!.: •. _. ~ .' . ~- ".; ~ ;' .. ~~.'.-
'Family:names~' for'enames and'date' of birth must correspond with those




Ad~issiori to a,teacher education institution' 'and the uanting of a
, bursary: ar,e,.~,ubject,-to the relevant regulations.,
...~ " .' :: '•.r: . • .- j ..; i .' ': ...,.' ' ,
,Notificatio;n f,or;interviewwill be ,sent,- to applicant on1receipt· of the
Tesults' of ,'tne quaE fying examina tion. ' ' "
. ... , - ..'
Applicants :\:lh'6' 'hi:i~~"~lr:~adY- -p'~ssed the Senior Certificate examination
mlistattach a:,'certified .-true copy of such 'certificate to this form. The
original 'certificateinustnot be, submitted. No other'documents should




CONFIDENTIAL REPORT BY PRINCIPAL OF SCHOOL
prin~'ipals must forward . thE-completed.for;rO to the. Director of .~
Indian Education,Private.:Bag:'X54:;323', Durban, 4000, so as to reach him
'on or.before 31 October·of·the year preceding that for ,which admission
is sought.. '
~. Principals are required to make considered and candid statements of
thefr.opinions 6n the applicants as prospective teachers.
Under .notircumstances should this report be shown 6"r the CO"tents
':thet!S~f..divulged to the applicant •
~- Principal's assessment of'applicant (Use symbols



















.6 Vigour and Fo:rcefulness
.7preseritability
.8 .tommklid~f Limguage·· ";~
Inter~~t:and'P~oficiencyin .Games/Sport
: PROGNOSTIC 'ASSESSMENT
..;." ~ .. .'
~rid~,Sar~bY·means9,f the.~ett.ers,· A tO,E, your ,general or overall
·opinj,()~Af;,t.~,~,,CiPpl~cant<'W~ite:Jn the. space' provided .below, the letter
:wriCh:~~re~resehts theaS5e$srrien.t:~'whith'best describes the' applicant's
pr:~~~~l,e'. ¥o:t~: as a fut~,r::~ t~~cher", bear.ing in mind the course for which




I' __ , .... ; :.;. .: ;
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".'
7. If unsuitable for the teaching profession, please state reasons
8 • Any other helpful information --..,.. _
9 . Principals are required to ensure that, if applicable, -
9.1 the computer advice (annexure) is completed; and
9.2 a certified copy of the Senior Certificate as specified in PART A,
Paragraphs 2.4.3.1 and 7.6, is attached to this application.






DEPARTMENT OF INTERNAL AFFAIRS
DIVISION OF INDIAN EDUCATION
TEACHER EDUCATION COURSES : ADMISSION - 1985
Principals must complete the computer advice appended hereunder in respect
of all pupils who are writing the FULL senior certificate examinations
at the end of the year preceding that for which admission is sought. This
advice should not be completed in respect of applicants who have already
passed the senior certificate examination.
COMPUTER ADVICE
EXAMINATION NUMBER OF APPLICANT
~ CENTRE WrmRE TRAINING IS DESIRED (FIRST CHOICE ONLY)
01 : UNIVERSITY OF DURBAN-WESTVILLE
02 SPRINGFIELD COLLEGE
03 : TRANSVAAL COLLEGE
,




1.0. TEST RESULT (IF 1.0. IS LESS THAN 100, THE






FINANCING OF TEACHER TRAINING INSTITUTIONS AND TRAINEE TEACHERS WITH
SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE SPRINGFIELD COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
1. INTRODUCTION
A State institution c n commence with an activity only after money has
be-'n-appI'opr-i-a-t-ecl-t-o--previde-a-specifi-c product or service. When the
Government decides 'that 'money can be spent on a matter, it is a clear
indication that it is the policy of the Government that the matter
should be dealt with by the institutions of the State designated
therefore; e.g. if I money is provided to a State department to educate
the people, it is an acknowledgement by the Government that education
will be provided by the State. 1) Therefore, for any institution to
function, it needs finance. Training colleges for the training of
teachers require funds in order to carry out their operations.
This Chapter deals in the main with the provisions of the In~~
Educ..a;t.ton Ad, 1984 (Act 78 Of 1984) that deal with financing; a
brief review of education finance in general followed by financing
for Indian Education. The pertinent aspects of the ,YWhite Paper on
the Provision of Education in the Republic of South Africa, 1983,
are dealt with and an in-depth study of the financing of the Spring=
field College of Education and bursaries awarded to trainee te~chers
follow.
2. INDIANS EDUCATION ACT,1984 .cAC.T~78 of 1984)
The following extracts pertinent to Indian Education finance 1n




2.1 Establishment, Erection and Maintenance of Schools
"The Minister may, in consultation with the Minister of
Finance and out of money appropriated by Parliament for the
purpose -
(a) establish, erect and maintain colleges of education,
secondary schools, primary schools, agricultural schools,
- pre-primar-y-schools--and homes;
(b) establish and maintain part-time classes;
(c) establish, erect and m~intain hostels, teachers'
quarters, school clinics and any other accessor~es
with State schools.,,2)
2.2 Award of Grants-in-Aid or Subsidies and Loans ~n Respect of
Schools and Hostels
" the Minister may outpof moneys appropriated by Parliament
for the purpose, award grants-in-ajd or subsidi~? and loans t9
the governing body of any school, including any pre-primary
school, or of a hostel used in connection with such school.,,3)
2.3 Fi~ancial and Other Assistance to Pupils at Certain Schools
"The Minister may out of moneys appropriated by Parliament:-for
the purpose and on such basis and subject to such conditions as
he may in consultation with the Minister of Finance determine,
grant financial or other material assistance. o-rboth financial
and 'other material assistance to a pupil at a state school or a
. . d d h 1 ,,4)_..;;'tate-a~ e sc 00 •
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3.
P~~liament makes ~n its annual budget,S) ~nt~ alia, moneys available
for education~of all population groups in the Republic of Sout Africa.
As it is Government's obligation to do so, these moneys are entrusted
to the Ministry of National Education. 'The moneys may be used for all
~spects of ~~u.cation as outlined by the various Acts of Parliament.
4. F NANCING FOR INDIAN EDUCATION
The Minister of NationG Education appropriates these moneys to the
various Education Departments in the Republic of South Africa. Indian
Education is financed from these funds.
The funds 'received for Indian Education are applied ~n the various
ways as outlined ~n 3 above.
5. WHITE PAPER ON THE PROVISION OF EDUCATION IN THE REPUBLIC OF
SOUTH AFRICA ]983,
5.] Introduction
"(a) There are at present great differences between the four
mai? population groups in regard to participating in
education facilities and the provision of such facilities.
(b) The recommendations that follow should be seen in the
lightiof the ideal of parity and of the realisation that
if parity is not achieved in the shortest possible time
stability, justice and the economic prosperity of the
country will not be served.
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(c) The recommendations imply that a larger perce~tag~
of the nationa1 budget will have to be spent on
. ,,6)
educat~on than at present.
5.2 Recommendations
"(a) The a~m should be to attain parity ~n central government
expenditure on education, on the basis of the uniform norms
recommended below, over the shortest possible time allowed
by budgetary, manpower and economic constraints. with a
v~ew to this, each education authority should, immediately
these recommendations have been,accepted by the Government
submit its annual budgetary requests on the basis of a
programme aimed at achieving parity over specified periods
of time. These requests should be co-ordinated by a central
education authority.
(b) In addition to the budgetary provisions required to carry
~
out recommendation (a), specific budgetary provision should
be made for the elimination, over as short a period as
budgetary, manpower and 'other economic constraints permit,
of the existing backlogs ~n regard to factors such as the
quantity and q~ality of school buildings, the qualifica=
tions of teachers~ pupil~teacher ratios and teachers'
salaries. (The backlogs should be determined in the light
of the norms recommended below).
(c) Financially realistic norms for the provision of a
functionally adequate quality of education, irrespective
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of race, colour, creed or sex, should be formulated and
revised from time to-time by a central education authority
and should be used as the basis for central"government
financing of education for the entire population.
(d) When consideration is g~ven to renewal in education or to
any other proposals that may have certain implications
for the central government's financing of education, the
full financial implications for the entire educational
system should be taken into account.
(e) A reliable" statistical base that lS comparable ~n regard
to the various population groups should be developed
urgently to make it possible for a central education
authority to monitor the progress towards parity ln
spending on education from year to year.
Ci'
(f) Differentiation ln the quality of the education provided,
ln addition to the norms recommended in (c), should be
financed by the local educational communities from their
own sources. Nevertheless ,. to the extent that budgetary
restrictions allow,funds should be made available from
central government sources to help communities with
particularly inadequate sources of revenue of their own
to provide services and facilities over and above the
established norms.
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(g) Wherever possible, scarce educational resources such as
teachers with qualifications in scarce subjects, labora=
tories and media facilities, sports facilities, etc.,
should be shared by educational institutions to ensure
that they are used to the best advantage.
(h) In the approval of Government expenditure for the
introduction of new educational aids, equipment and
technology, preference should be given to innovations that
will lead to better utilisation of the scarce educational
resources such as qualified teachers and buildings.
(i) For as long as limited means make it impossible for
large numbers of potential pupils/students to be accom=
dated within the formal educational system,_ ways should be
found to provide them with elementary, functional
educational services.
(j) Government assistance should be g1ven to private schools,
which can be registered for this purpose, on a similar
basis as that recommended in (c) and (f) above.
(k) In formulating the norms recommended in (c), the financial
implications, the application of those norms may have for
the independent stat~s that were formerly a part of the
Republic of South Africa should be taken into account.
-(1) An investigation should be conducted into the financing of
the tertiary education sector with a V1ew to laying down
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a sound and equal basis in accordance with standardised
norms for the funding of educational institutions at this
level. The investigation should beaimed. at ensuring the
optimum utilisation of the manpower potential in the
. f h f' 117)Republ1c 0 Sout A r1ca.
5.3 Education Decision by the Government
"(a) The Government 1S 1n general agreement with the recommend=
aLions on free education. With regard to the education of
Whites, section 2(1)(e) of the National EduQation PotiQY
Act, 1967 (Act 39 of 1967), was amended in 1982. This
section now provides that education may be provided to
pupils whose parents reside in the Republic or are South
African citizens (other than such categories of pre-primary,
primary and secondary pupils as the Minister may determine,
pupils receiving instruction on a part-time basis and
apprentiees) in schools maintained, managed and controlled
by departments of State (including a provincial administra=
tion). In this way the Gpvernment has put beyond all doubt
the fact that education need not be free, but may be free.
(b) The In:teJL.i.m Eau~on WoJtlUng PaJtty reconnnended that 11
financially realistic norms for the provision of a
I
functionally adequate quality of education, irrespective
of race, colour, creed or sex ••. ". Sh01Hd :be formulated
and revised from time to time. These norms should be used
as a basis for the financing of education of all
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population groups by the central Government. The Government
finds this recommendation acceptable, bearing in mind
Principle 1, .in terms of which equal opportunities for
education, including equal standards in education, for
every inhabitant should be the purposeful endeavour of the
State. Instructions have therefore already been given for
an investigation into the designing of a subsidy formula
1n terms of which the financial responsibility of the
central Government towards executive education departmen~
can be calculated.
The new Constitution authorises the own authority of each
population group to supplement the financial resources
available for own education by means of levies. The Govern=
ment has given instructions that, under direction of. the
Department of National Education, an interdepartmental
investigation into system of additional direct financial
support by parents for the education of their children
should be launched, with the proviso that there should be
no impairment of the educational opportunities of the
children of needy parents.
The Government 1S also willing, after the necessary
consultation with all interested persons and bodies has
taken place, to make .provision for levies to be collected
at the local ·level in order to supplement the financial
resources of schools for certain purposes.
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(c) With regard to the financing of education, the Gov~rnment
supports the recommendations taking account of the
decisions enumerated below.
The Government reiterates the point made in the Interim
. Memorandum, namely, that it is concentrating on improving
the quality of education ~n the Republic of South Af~ica
still further with the object of creating equal opport=
unities for education and equal standards ~n education
for all population groups, as ~s implied by the acceptance
of Principle I of this White Paper. The' Government
~s endeavouring, in so far as this aim can be achieved
by the improved provision of resources, to apply for this
purpose whatever resources the country is able to channel
to education.
The Government considers it significant that whereas
~
it requested the HSRC to -inquire into "a programme for
making available education of the hame q~y for all
population groups." the HSRC report proposes the foll=
owing in Principle I as a~ goal to be achieved by the
~tate: "Equal opportunities for education, including
equal standards in education,for every inhabitant."
It therefore appears that the State can be expected to
ensure that there are equal opportunities and equal
standards for all, although it will depend on the
community concerned to what extent education of all
·..
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of an equal qualitt does in fact develop from this
basis.
(d) The Government wishes to state unequivocally that while
it is well aware of the need.in the short and medium
• term to allo~~te an even larger share of the national
,
'"'. -- budge-t-to -edu-catiurr,-it lD.ust--be-unde-rstoodrhat -education
is only one of the numerous urgent needs existing in the
national economy. In allocating funds from the central
budget to a variety of services it is necessary to strike
a balance between the claims on Government funds made by
a variety of other important and urgent needs-some of
which play a critical supporting part ~n attempts to
achieve equal opportunities in the provision of education.
In determining the degree of priority that should be
attached to education the Government must. take note of
the place and role of education within the total context
of public serv~ces that have to be rendered ~n the public
.interest.
(e) The Government will also have to maintain a balance
between the' pro"';isi:bn of educati.on ·for.. Blacks outside the- -. .... .
national states and provision-for those within the ·natio=
nal states. Furthermore, there should be the same balance
between educational services in the national and in the
independant states.
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(f) The Government wishes to emphasise that the backlogs
and inequalities that still exist in the provision
of education for various groups should be evaluated 1n
1n their historical context. During the fifttes and
sixties the Government started an energetic and imaginat=
ive programme for the provision of education for the
Black peoples and for the Coloured and Indian population
groups. A large and capable work force was recruited
from provincial education departments for this purpose,
Government funds were provided on a more generous scale
and great success was gchieved 1n several fields. Despite
the great success achieved within a relatively short
time with the establishment of full-fledged systems of
education for the above-mentioned peoples and population
groups, there are still problems and shortcomings which
the Government is making every effort to rectify, within
the restrictions imposed by the economic capability of
the country and the availability of manpower. It should
be understood that if the Government were to permit the
existing educational standards on which sustained economic
and social development depend to be lowered in this proce=
ss, it would frustrate the aims of economic progress and
national stability, and so prejudice the welfare of all
inhabitants of South Africa. The making good of short=
comings and the attainment of the ideal of equal educat=
ional opportunities for all have to be accompanied by
the maintenance of the quality already achieved in certain
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sectors of education. Only the maintenance of the
balance between what has already been achieved, as an
essential base for South Africa's current development,
and what is being pursued in order to broaden this base,
so that all population groups can contribute significantly
to the development of the country, will ensure that the
expansion of education to which the Government has comm=
itted itself takes place in an orderly manner and in the
interests of South Africa and all its inhabitants.
(g) The Government is aiready engaged in an investigation
into a co-ordinated policy for the recognition of and
the granting of financial support to private schools by
the executive education departments concerned.
(h) With regard to the recommendation on the financing of
~ .
the tertiary educational sector, the Univ~~~'
Adv~o~y Council has already completed an investigation
into a revised subsidy formula for universities that
will lay less emphasis on student numbers as such.
Attention is also being given to the inclusion, with
the necessary adjustments, of .all universities in this
formula. A subsidy formula for technikons has already
been designed and will be adapted to the basic formula
for universities. The new legislation relating to a
Univ~ili~ and Te.c.hnifwYl.J.> Adv~o~y Council ensures
that the ministers responsible will in future receive
the Tertiary Education Section
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authoritative advice giving them co-ordinated overV1ew
of the development and the financing of universities
and technikons for each population group in the Republic
f
. ,,8)
of South A r1ca.
6. FINANCING OF THE SPRINGFIELD COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
6.1 Introduction
. . d 9) of
Accord1ng to Mr S. GOV1n samy
of the Department of Education and Culture (House of Delegates), the
Springfield College of Education, usually prepares a budget forecasting
for a period of five years. Draft estimates are then prepared and if
there are changes between the forecast and the draft then a motivation
has to be submitted. Wherever the figures are given they represent
figures for 1984. Where figures are not included, they are not static
and are subject to change.
The Springfield College of Education makes provision for fifteen
items on its budget.
6.1.1 Subsistence Allowance for College Staff
This allowance is paid to academic staff to attend, int~ alia,
meetings, seminars, orientation courses which have a direct




Provision is made for abnormal living expenses and actual
expenditure incurred by academic staff as a result of transfers
to other centres. This includes accomodation and/or transp~rt
of household furniture. Provision is made by the State to meet
this expenditure.
6.1.3 Private Motor Transport
The State makes prov~s~on for the payment of an allowance for
the use of private motor vehicles hy academic staff who go out t
schools to supervise the work of students on practice teaching.
The academic staff make their claims per kilometer travelled.
6.1.4 Ttansport of Students
Provision ~s also made in the case of "the Spiingfield College o.
Education for the transport of students to and from the
Springfield College of Education and its annexe. The annexe
to the Springfield College of Education is a primary school in
Clare Estate which is used because of a shortage of accomodation
This payment to a priva~e bus operator is made by the School
Development Section.
6.1.5 Telephone Services
Provision ~s made for the use of the telephones for college use
and this paymenJ also is made by the School Development Section.




An amount of RI 500 1S provided for by the State to cover
expenditure incurred during the College's Diploma ceremony.
Any amount incurred over and above RI 500 is met by the college's
own funds.
6.1.7· Library Books
The State makes. _, an allowance of R16,60 per capita (that 1S,
per student) per annum for the purchase of library books.
6.1.8 Domestic Supplies
Domestic supplies, inten alia, towels, dishcloths, soap are
supplied by the State. A per capita allowance of R29,OO
. per student per annum is allocated.
6.1.9 Foodstuffs
The State makes provision of R710 per student as an allowance
for foodstuffs. This is in respect of pupils who are accomodat=
ed during the academic year in the college hostels.
6.1.10C6llege Supplies
A per capita amount of R66,40 per student is provided for,
for the purchase of, inten alia, stationery and for the general
runn1ng of the college.
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6.].]1 Cleaning services.
The maintenance and cleaning services are carried out by a
contractor to whom the Department awards the contract. The cost
of maintenance and cleaning is dealt with between the Depar~ment
and the contractor.
6.J.J2Uniform and Protective Clothing
Uniform and protective clothing for, int~ alia, laboratory
assistants, lecturers of art and industrial arts, and kitchen
staff is supplied by the State. An allowance of R500 per annum
is made for this purpose.
6.].13 Student's Laundry
A per capita amount of R98,00 per hostel student is allowed for
students' laundry. The State makes provision for this.
6.1.]4 Furniture and Equipment
The State makes allowances for the following:~-
(1) Lecturing aids for students and lecturing staff at R35 per
capita per student.. /"
(2) A fixed allocation of RIO 000 for the teachers' resource
centre.
(3) Replacement fot items ~n the kitchens are also budgetted
for.
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(4) Office requirements~ ~nt~ alia, fans, administrative
staff furniture are also provided for.
(5) Computers for use, by students are to be budgetted for
in the future.
(6) An allowance by the State is to be made for the introd=
uction of the new M + 4 course in 1985.
6.1.15 Computer Services
An allowance of R65 000 was made for computer services for
administrative staff for the 1984/85 financial year. A
further amount for, ~nt~ alia, equipment for the computers has
to be budgetted for.
7 • 'BURSARIES
7. I 'Introduction
The State makes prOV1S1on for the awarding of bursaries to
successful candidates for the purpose of teacher training.
7.2 "Government NoticeJO)No. R773 datprl 21 April 1978
In Gov~nme-11t No.:tLc.e- No. R.'773 dated 21 April 1978 the former
Ex~cutive Committee of the former South African'Indian Council
has, in terms of section 33 (1) (p)of the Indian Educ.atio» Act,
-'
1965 (Act 61 of 1965), read with section la A (4) of the South
A6~ca» I»dian CounCil Act, 1968 (Act 31 of 1968), and Govern=
ment Notice 7 of 2 January', 1976, repealed the':regulations
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promulgated by GoveJtnme..n.t_Nolic.e.. R. 1284 of 26 August 1966
and Gove.JLYlme..YLt Nolic.e.. R. 470 of 26 March 1970, and has made
~nteJt alia, the following regulations concerning granting
of bursaries to students in trai~ing.~olleges.
i) :Subject to these re~ulations, the Secretary may annually
grant bursaries to students, in amounts as determined
by the present House of Delegates in consultation with
the Minister of Finance, to enable them to take the ,:,1
course mentioned in t~gulation iii.
ii) Bursaries may be granted by the Secretary to students
for different courses with due regard to the need for
trained teachers.
iii) A bursary may be granted to enable a person to take a
course of training at -
Ca) a training college under the control of the
:...:~. ',Department. or
Cb) a University or University College or technik~n;
, college or other institution.
iv) The gran~ing of a bursary shall pe' subject to the followi
condi tions: .
Ca) The successful applicant shall be a citizen of
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...
the Republic of South Africa.
(b) The successful applicant shall be in possession
of the entrance qualifications for the course
for which the bursary is available.
(c) The successful applicant shall submit a cert=
ificate of 3atisfactory health: Provided that
the Secretary may at any time during the cour=
se require a student to whom a bursary has
been granted to submit a further certificate
of health on a form suppliea by the Department
and to submit to a medical examination by a
medical officer of the Department of Health.
v) A bursary shall be paid annually in two instalments .c;
shall be forwarded to the principal of the instit=
~
ution attended by the student.
vi) Payment of the first instalment of a bursary· shall
be made on receipt of a certificate from the princi=
pal of ,the institution attended by the student con=
. firming that such a student is registered at the
institution and is already attending lectures. The
second instalment shall be paid at the beginning of
the second half-year on receipt of a further cert=
ificate by the principal to the effect that the
conduct~ attendance at lectures and progress of
.J
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such student~ave been satisfactory.
vii) A bursary granted under these regulations shall
be charged to the bursary account of the student
on the first day of July or the first day of January
following the payment of the instalments referred
to in regulation v~.
viii) If at the end of the probationary period referred
to ~n regulation 5 of the Regulations relating to
the Admission of Persons to Training Colleges,
published under Gov~nment NotiQe R. 359, dated
11 March 1966, a student is discharged, the Execut=
ive Director may withdraw the bursary of such student
without requiring.repayment of that portion of the
bursary advanced up to the time of the withdrawal.
ix) A student who has been granted a bursary and has
in the opinion of the Executive Director not achie:;= ..
ved a sufficient measure of success ~t any stage of
training, may ~e· required· by the ExecutiveOirector to-
(a) repeat any portion of the course without
'obta~ning a bursary from the Department
for such repetition of the course, or
(b) abandon the course i:yf trainingforwith," ~n
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'which ev~nt the provisions of regulation xv 'shall
apply, or
Cc) transfer to some other approved course of
training.
x) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained
in these regulations, the Secretary may at any time
withdraw the bursary of any student or discontinue
further payment thereof for a definite or indefinite
period, if the principal reports that such student
~s indolent, or that his conduct is unsatisfactory,
or that he ~s making such progress as to afford a
reasonable expectation of his pass~ng the prescribed
examination or qualifying for the teaching profess=
ion, or that he is suffering from any physical or
mental'defect or disease which might detrimentally
""
affect his studies or, at a later date his work as
a teacher, or which might be dangerous to the health
of other persons: Provided that the Secretary may-
Ca) at his discretion and on such conditions as
he may determine, resume payment of a bursary
at any time after discontinuation of such pay=
ment, or
Cb) withdraw a bursary, payment of which has been
discontinued, if he is satisfied that the
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- .
. student ..is not willing or able to make prof~t=
able ure thereof or to use it for the purpose
for which it was granted.
If the bursary of a student is withdrawn
~n terms of this regulation, such student
-shal-l-i-mmed-i-ately-becume--liable for the re=
payment in terms of regulation xvii of the
amount of the bursary advanced.
xi) A student who has been granted a bursary shall
observe the rules of the institution attended by
him and of any hostel at which accomodation may be
assigned to him.
xii) Every student who has been granted a bursary shall
enter into an agreement with the Secretary providing
for such conditions as the Secretary may deem fit, in
which such student shall, int~ alia, -
!a) state that he ~s fully conversant with these
regulations,
(b)' acknowledge arid agree that these regulations
form ; an "{ntegral part of such agreement,
(c) undertake to fulfil the obligations imposed
on.him by and in terms of these regulations,
and
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(d) undertake that upon completion of the course
for which a bursary was granted, he shall serve
in the Department subject to the conditions of
serV1ce prescribed and for the continuous
period of one year for each separate year
of study or part thereof in respect of which
be received the bursary: Provided that the
period of service so determined shall be exten=
ded by the number of days of leave without pay
1n excess of 30 days in anyone calendar year.
xiii) No instalment of a bursary shall be paid until the
student or, in the case of a minor student, the
student or parent, shall have entered into an
agreement with the Secretary in terms of regulat=
10n X11.
xiv) In the event of the death of the parent of a
minor student, the student shall immediately
inform the Executive Director accordingly.
xv) A student who has been granted a bursary, or the
parent of a minor student, shall, subject to the
provisions of regulation xvii, refund to the State
all bursary moneys paid to or for the benefit of
such student as well as interest at the rate fixed
from time to time py the Minister of Finance-
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(a) if such-student abandons the course of train=
ing or is discharged or for any other reason
fails to complete the course successfully:
Provided that if such student fails to complete
the course successfully, the Secretary may
defer the refund of the bursary to enable such
student to complete the course at his own
expense,
(b) if, upon an appointment being offered to the
student by the Executive Director within a year
of the completion of the course of training, the
student fails to accept such appointment or to
assume duty in the post on the required date,
(c) if such student, after having entered the
,..-
teaching service of the Department, resigns
or for any other reason fails to serve there=
in uninterruptedly for the full period required
in terms of these regulations, or
(d) if, 1n the case of a woman, such student
marries during the period of training and fails
to complete the course and the period of ser=
vice required of her in terms of these regulat=
10ns.
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xvi) The total amount to be refunded in terms of
reg~lation xiv shall be all instalments paid
to or for the benefit of such student up to the
date on which such student abandons or completes
the course, plus interest calculated at the rate
fixed from time to time by the Minister of Fin=
ance with effect from the first day of the month
following the month in which the obligation to
refund such amount arose.
xvii) Payment of the amount determined under regulation
xvi(hereinafter referred to as the indebtedness)
shall be made on demand: Provided that, ~n
special circumstances, the Secretary may approve
the indebtedness being redeemed by such instal=
ments and on such conditions as he may deem fit:
Provided further that the indebtedness of a
student shall be reduced in the proportion of the
number of completed months of service rendered
to the period of serv~ce laid down in the contract:
Provided further that, if a student dies before
the completion of the course or the period of
service provided for in the regulation X~~ (d),
the indebtedness of such student shall be cancel=
led.
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xviii) No reduction ~n a student's indebtedness ~n
respect of a bursary shall be made ~n respect
of any period of leave without pay ~n excess of
30 days in anyone calendar year.
--XVi~7- -WheneveT-rh~-"ervice~-of-awoman teacher
employed in a permanent capacity are terminated
on marriage and such woman is reappointed as a
teacher in the Department in a temporary capacit)
and assumes duty within 30 days of the date of
such termination, her temporary service shall
be deemed to be continuous with her permanent
service.
In recent years the selection panel which select students for training
has been able to award bursaries without much restriction because of
the generous budgetting for this purpose. Provision is made for 100%
of the enrolment at the Springfield College of Education'and 80 % of t
enrolment at the University of Durban-Westville (Teacher training
section) for bursaries. This enables granting of bursaries for all
except a few who have faiied and-are repeating a year of study or
where the selection panel has serious reservations on academic
grounds. Such students of course, may be given bursaries for further





The budgetary provision of R4 162 000 for bursaries in 1984
made it possible to award bursaries for nearly 100 % of the
projected enrolment at the Springfield College of Education
and about 80 % of the enrolment for teacher training courses
at th-e-l:}nnersrty-:-or -Durban-We s tvi lle .
The bursary tariffs for 1984 were as follows:
Springfield College of Education: RI 500 p.a. (RI 200 in 1983,
R900 in 1982). In a press statement in the Sunday T~bune H~d
of 30 December 1984, Noel Eales, Press liaison officer of the
Department of Education and Culture (House of Delegates) confirm=
ed that the amount of bursaries for 1985, was to be increased
12)
by twenty seven per cent to RI 900.
University of Durban-Westville (Faculty of Education):
R2 000 p.a. (RI 600 in 1983, RI 200 in 1982).
I .. 1 d d· . 13)nterprov1nc1a stu ents rece1ve an ad 1t10nal RI00 p.a.
At this point, it 1S pertinent to note that before a bursary
1S paid for the first half ~of -the academic year, in January
the bursary is paid to the student less the tuition fee of R175
plus R25 for registration. (1984 figures).
Wh2n
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payment is made for the second half of the academic '
year 1n July R175 being tuition fees 1S first deducted.
Furthermore, an amount of R35 1S deducted from the bursary
amount being college fees.
The -co-llege-also-open-s -a-Books Account tvhen students purchase
books through the college for their personal use. The college
takes the individual students' orders and buys in bulk and
thereby debits the account of the student. In the case of the
bursary student this amount is first deducted before the bursary
is paid.
i...• Whilst all the aforementioned applies only to the bursary
students, non-bursary students are required to make these pay=
. h ) 4)ments 1n cas •
9. Sunnnary
A part of the National Budget is allocated annually to finance
educational institutions. The Minister of Education may, in
consultation with the Minister of Finance, and out of moneys
appropriated by Parliament for the purpose, establish, erect
and maintain schools and colleges and use the moneys for all
aspects of education as outlined by the various acts of Parlia=
ment.
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The financing of the Springfield College of Education gives
some insight into the financing of tertiary institutions. The
College usually prepares a budget forecasting for a period of
five years. Draft estimates are then prepared and if there are
any changes between the forecast and the draft then a motivat=
~on has to be submitted.
The Springfield College of Education makes provision for fifteen
items on its budget: subsistence allowance for college staff,
subsistence transfers, private motor transport for college use,
transport of students, telephone services, diploma ceremony,
library books, domestic supplies, foodstuffs, college supplies,
cleaning serv1ces, uniform and protective clothing, students'
laundry, furniture and equipment and computer services.
The State also awards bursaries to successful candidates for
the purpose of teacher training.
~
With regard to the financing of education, the Government
supports the recommendations set out in the WhIte Papen on the
PJtov"uion 06 Educ.at.-i..on in the Repubuc. 06 SoLLth A6JLi...c.a., 1983,
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CHAPTER 5
SELECTION PROCEDURES FOR ADMISSION TO TEACHER TRAINING INSTITUTIONS
1. INTRODUCTION
However good the motivation of aspiring candidates may be in regard" to
their choice of a career, no professional group could with impunity
ri-sk accept-ing --all~ -candidates--wi t:hout- se lection----and-in this -resr"\ct
teaching cannot afford to be the exception. The calibre of the pupils
that our schools produce is directly related to the quality of our
teacher body. For this reason H.A. Lambrechts said in his chairman's
speech at the 1964 congress of th~ Suid Afrikaanse Onderwys Unie on
the status of the teacher, the following, iYIXeJt a...U..a., in connection
with recruitment for the teaching profession:
"If we intend to rema~n the leaders on this continent,
it ~s the duty of every true educator to make a
positive effort to attract the best candidates to
the teaching professio~. In this way we shall enhance
our prestige."l)
The chapter focuses attention on definitions of selection, the
composition of selection committees and a brief survey of selection
procedures in other countries. Finally, a detailed exposition of
the selection procedures adopted by the Department of Education and
Culture (House of Delegates) will be given.
2. DEFINITIONS OF SELECTION
C.P. van der Merwe wrote, iYLteJL a1..Ut, that "we require good,
talenteJ~t intelligent, versa tile, dedicated, ambitious people with
"
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imagination, humour and some other qualities as well,,,2) and
wondered what South Africa would be like with a body of teachers that
are truly a chosen band. '
In comparing the teaching profession with other professions, it ~s
noticeable that it is precisely those 'professions which require high
entra~~e qualifications that enjoy the highest professional status.
Since there have been until quite recently in the teaching profession
practically unlimited opportunities for obtaining bursaries that
could be redeemed by service in the profession, it followed as a
matter of course that there would also be a proportionately greater
number of unmotivated candidates. Improvement in conditions of
service likewise attract undesirable candidates, the latest salary
increases being an undoubted attraction. These will definitely
attract more promising young people to teaching but will unfortunat=
ely also encourage more candidates of mediocre ability to choose
teaching as a career. In order to eliminate unacceptable candida:tes,
scientific selection procedures are, therefore, urgently needed.
In his research publication, The ~~ection 06 p~o~pective ~~udent
~eac.heM -i.-n ~he Repubuc. 06 So~h A6~~ and SOMh w~.t A6~c.a,3)
P.G. van-Zyl Spies concludes that "the selection of prospectiv~
/
st~-dent·~teachers is made extremely 'unsystematically and
unscientifically."
By means of comprehensive questionnaires from the National Bureau
for Educational and Social Research he tried to determine countrywide
.:
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what norms are applied in selection and what procedures are followed.
He concluded that aspects such as physical fitness~ personality traits~
intellectual aptitude, interest in and suitabjlity for the teaching
profession~ interest in sport and cultural matters~ the personal
interview and other factors that ought to be taken into account in
selection 1n order to ensure eventual success in teaching, are not
effectively used as a means of selection, or are entirely ignored by
relatively large groups of the various selection agencies in the
Republic of South Africa and South West Africa/Namibia.
He also requested the var10US selection agencies (school principals,
inspectors of schools, selectors attached to teachers' training
colleges and deans of education faculties) to indicate weaknesses
and deficiencies and to offer suggestions for improvement. As these
selectio~ agencies have much experience in selection, and each has
enjoyed a great deal of feedback through the years and especially as
their recommend~tions, according




imply that they are
and the education of the
child, as well as the prestige of the teaching profession, their
recommendations for improvement ought certainly to enjoy a great deal
f
. 4)o attent10n.
With regard to procedures and methods of selection before training,
the recommendation was made that the entire system of selection should
be changed and that a manual dealing with selection should be supplied
to selection agencies by the authorities.
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They especially emphasised that" there ~hould be closer consultation
between schools, inspectors of schools and teacher training instit=
utions and that selection should occur early in the Standard la
year. 5 )
They were also of the op~n~on that selection should not be done once
and that better procedures and methods of selection should be
instituted during the period of training. Unsuitable students should,
according to them, be more easily eliminated, and a period of practice
teaching of one school quarter should be done (as a means of selection)
before a student is finally accepted for training. The selection
agencies also recommended that the final selection should preferably be
only after a year of teacher training. and they also believed that a
compulsory selection should be made during the teacher's career.
6
)
All the selection agencies felt very strongly about the matter of
effective selection. They all expressed a desire for a compulsory
and uniform. scientific selection scale, they were convinced that
entrancerequire~entsneeded to be raised and that selectors should
be willing to repeat candidates where necessary.
3. COMPOSITION OF SELECTION COMMITTEES
As far as the composition of the selection committee ~s concerned ,
it was felt t~at the school prin~ipal and staff should do the
selecting (but .."at "least three persons who know the.
candidate "well)- should" serve· "n 'the- committee," that interviews
committee must consist of
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should be conducted by a central committee and that more time be
allowed for interviews, .in order to reach greater certainty as to the
suitability of candidates for the teaching profession. This central
representatives of teacher training
. l' . 1 7)institutions and a·numberof exper~enced schoo pr~nc~pa s.
4. A BRIEF SURVEY OF SELECTION PROCEDURES IN OTHER COUNTRIES
Spies als studied the selection of prospective student teachers in
England and Wales, France, the Netherlands, Belgium, Norway~ Denmark,
New Zealand and the United States of America and Russia and came to
the conclusion that education authorities in those countries are
agreed that the starting-point for the re-organisation of any adequate
system of education lies in the selection of prospective student
teachers. B)
The various aspects that ought to be taken' into account in the select=
y
~on are dealt with scientifically ~n the majority of the above count=:
ries~ and consequently the interests of the child and the status of the
teaching profession are well served. Therefore Spies recommends that
a selection system be drawn up for South Africa which could serve as a
guide for_ the various selection agencies, so that selection may be done
. ..f' 9)
~n a more sc~ent~ ~c manner.
The following fact about selecti~n cannot be denied: a profession
that grants admission too readily, so that a large percentage of its
practitioners in time is of mediocre calibre in many ways, does not
enj oy much pres tige.
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The following axiomatic truth which the American educationalist
J.. S. Brubacher mentions in his) A Hi..J.,t.OJ1..y 06 :the. Pltobiem.o 06 .-
Ed ~ n + : 10). . 1 .. h h' f' "U~O~ 1S st1l pert1nent to t e teac 1ng pro eSS1on:
there can be no denying the fact that the quality of one's teachers
will more than not be the most important determinant of the height
and rate of r1se which each genercrtion attains."
5. SELECTION PROCEDURES WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION AND CULTURE
(HOUSE OF DELEGATES) DIVISION OF EDUCATION
5 ..1 Introduction
In a profession such as teachJng it is vital t-hat only tlte most
suitable candidates are admitted into a college of training.
The reasons for this are:
Firstly. the teacher holds an important position with regard
to the child. He is responsible for its educative process.
The pupils' affective and cognitive development is to a large
extent influenced by the teacher.
Secondly, the teaching profession is a demand~ng profession. in
tha_t, only mature s~udents who 'are in a position to cope with
the intellectual and emotional demands should be accepted into
the training college. and
Thirdly, to train a teacher 1S expensive.
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Apart from the bursary the students receive, each one is~
subsidised by approximately R4 500 per annum. Should a student
drop out or fail, only the small portion may be recovered,
11)
namely, the burs~ry. Therefore, it stands to reason that
the most effective selection of applicants who it is expected
will 'complete the course and develop into competent teachers ~s
an eeonomic neeessity. Fromthe-pedagogicalpoint--of view,
where self-actualization of the child with educational assistanc
k h " d· " 1 12)~s at sta e,. t ~s nee ~s v~ta .
5.2 Selection as an Educational Exercise
It is realised that for many reasons the selection of candidates
for a training college is a very important educational exercise.
It ~s not only the Department of Education and Culture (House of
Delegates) that experiences the problem of selection. The
p
selection procedures used here are similar to those used in
other training colleges. Nevertheless, moves are always being
made to validate or improve the selection procedures. Recently.-
it has been noticed that the number of applications by prospect=
ive trainee teachers outnumbers the available place at the
training colleges. Furthermore, the .drop in the birth rate has a
direct result on the pupil population in schools, that is, a
marked decrease is expected. This means that the intake at the




How is it known how many trainee teachers are to be admitted
in a particular y~ar? What factors must be taken into account
before decisions are made?
The Division of Education-ef the Department of Education and
Cultur~' (House_of-Delegates) is responsible for calculating the
intake in any particular year. Concerning the Springfield
College of Education and the Faculty of Education at the
University of Durban-Westville, which institutions are both ~n
Natal, the Division of Education has to determine the number of
trainee teachers to be admitted. One of the most important
factors taken into account ~s the supply and demand of the class=
room requirements.
Before any criteria for the selection of students ~s worked out,
what is considered first ~s the number of trainee teachers
re~uired. This number is calculated by taking into consideration
not only the supply and demand referred to earlier but the need
in specific subjects and directipns of study.
What the Division does in order to make a forecast of what the
pupil population ~n the Indian schools is going to be, is that
studies are made of the growth patterns of the immediate past
few years, whilst at the same time considering the latest
census figures and general demographic tendencies.
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By using this method the Division calculated "pupil population
of plus minus 228 000 for 1983,,13) and this figure has been
. h' I %14)accurate to W1t 1n •
Another factor that is taken into account 1S the pupil:teacher
ratio. To be able to pe accurate. with the calculations of , the
intake figures the present year's pupil: ratio figures used are
taken into account. In this calculation cognisanceis also given
to~eparate: schools, that is, primary and secondary schools.
Once these factors, that 1S, the pupil population and the pupil:
teacher ratio, have been considered it 1S possible to forecast
to a c~rtain degree of accuracy the number of teaching posts tha
will be required. At this stage consideration is also given
to the following, so that the forecast is as accurate as possibll
the number. of teachers.required for Special Classes
~
and Remedial Classes at schools,
the open1ng of new schools and the closure of some
schools during the year under consideration,
an allowance for.possible improvement 1n the pupil:
h
. 15)
teac er rat10 .
It could now be established with a. certain degree of accuracy
the number of teaching posts that would be required.
"Looking at a teacher population of ~ 9 700 for 1983 this
formula has been accurate up to 0,12 %".16)
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It must be mentioned here that this statistics ~s not all when~
the intake for teacher training is determined.
The number of new teachers required for each of the next few
years is then calculated by adding to it the increase in the
number of posts and also adding another factor, that of teacher
wastage (that is, teachers lost through retirements, deaths,
resignations and termination of services).
5.4 AJlocation of Trainee Teachers
Once it ~s established the number of new teachers that are
required then the next step will be the allocation of number
of trainee teachers at the training colleges. This ~s done in
conjunction with allowances being made for drop out or failure of
trainee teachers.
A comparison ~s made between the annual output over the years
and requirements of the Division.
Once enrolment is determined the space that will be occupied by
current students i&then worked out. The difference between these
figures indicates the number" of new students to be taken. Having
determined the number of new students to be taken, an assess=
ment"is then made of the pDsitionregarding the need in specific
subjects and "study directions.
5.5
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This is done towards the end of the year at meetings between
the Springfield College of Education, University of Durban-
Westville and the Education Planning Section of the Division.
All the foregoing planning exerClses are carried out even
before a single application for teacher training is considered.
Criteria for Selection
Research has been conducted to determine the criteria that should
be employed when selecting candidates for teacher training
institutions by, int~ alia, van Zyl Spies and Looney. There
is a general agreement amongst investigators that the best
predictor of academic success at training colleges is achieve=
ment:in the secqndary school finaJ examinations.
Student characteristics such as emotional stability, conSClen=
\Y
tiousness, confidence, composure and self-sufficiency promote
academic success.
It is the common practice ln many countries to employ various
measures of academic performance to select students who will
gain academic success at training colleges.
The problem with this. hOT'ever. ~s th
, w , ~ at so much emphasis is
laid,pn academic performance that talents of equal importance
which are expected of teachers could be lost sight of.
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As far as the Division of Epucation of the Department of
Education and Culture (House of Delegates) 1S concerned~ the cogni
ability of students, as well as other characteristics are
taken into account. When one compares the situation in other
aepartment~ of education in the Republic of South Africa,
(for example, the paper reports highligh,ting the shortage of
teachers in the Whit~ Natal Education Departmnet), one realises
that one cannot be all too selective in these departments for
the simple reason that demand exceeds supply. In other words,
with so few applicants everyone is bound to be admitted.
The basic criteria should be 1n line with the highest demanded
by other education departments in the country. To ensure this,
the following basic admission requirements have been laid down:
!lA Senior Certificate (or equivalent) with the following
provisions:
. Students are required to obtain symbols equivalent. to or,
higher than:
English (Higher Grade) E,
Afrikaans (Standard Grade) . E, and
one other subject with at least symbol E on the Higher Grade
and a pass in 2 other subjects with at least symbol E if
taken on the Standard Grade". 17)
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Once this requirement has -been fulfilled, admission to the
teacher training institutions then depends on three further
factors:
1. Achievement ~n the Senior Certificate Examination.
2. Personality rating by the Principal of the student's
last school. (Form PSB5 with Part A, Part B, and an
annexure to PSB 5 are supplied to the secondary schools.
Part A dealing with the applicant's particulars are filled
~n by the student, Part B comprising a confidential report
by the principal of the school is filled in by the principal
and part C is the computer advice sheet for the department's
own use).
3. Satisfying the requirements as laid down ~n the Health
Questionnaire.
r ~
Secondly, demands are set for particular subjects and study
directions. For example, a student wishing to specialise in
a subject must pass that subject on the Higher Grade or with
at least symbol C on the Standard Grade.
Whilst these are the m~n~mum-requirements for admission, it
doe3 not mean that if an applicant satisfies these requirements




If a sufficient number of"'eligible candidates were not
available to fill the available places then naturally every
candidate who met the above requirements could justifiably
stake a claim for admission.
The Education Division has found itself with an embarassingly
high number of applicants for teacher training. From an
educational point of v~ew this is a very sound po~ition to be in
since it enables one to be selective. This is not the position
with every other education department ~n the country because
they are forced to take what comes and in most cases are not
able to fill all the available places. Whilst it must be
realised that, concerning the availability of space for traineet
at Springfield College of Education and the Faculty of Education
of the University of Durban-Westville, it is a difficult
position for the candidates as well as the community, but it
must also be remembered that the Education Division cannot
afford to train more teachers than it needs. Unless the Divisiol
gears its intake to its short term teacher demand, it will be
faced with the problem of not being able to find suitable posts
fo! newly-qualifie~ teachers. This would have far more serious
implications than the other problem of using some unqualified
teachers.
The solution to the problem of hundreds of candidates being
turned away each ye~r does not lie in the building of new
training colleges or in extending existing facilities to
,
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provide a place for every. willing body who wants to become
a teacher. The solution lies in more and diversified
opportunities being created for tertiary education, vocational
training and employment for an increasing army of senior
certificated young ·people passing out of the school system.
The actual selection procedure that is outlined below has
been developed by the Education Division to meet the
situation set out above. With ~ 4 500 applicants about 1 500
are ruled out straight away either because they have failed
the senior certificate examination or because they have not
met the m~n~mum admission requirements. This then leaves
+ 3 000 candidates. The normal intake for Springfield College
and the University of Durban-Westville for the first year of
study is ~ 800. There is no point in subj e~ting all 3 000 to
all the selection procedures to select 800. A further selection
is done administratively by rating the eligible caddidates
academically on a points system. . .. +From th~s mer~t l~st - 900
students are scheduled for the University of" Durban-Westville
and about 800 students are scheduled for Springfield College
for the final interview and selection. From the scheduled
students some do not turn up for the interviews because they
have opted for some other course of study or career. Tnis then




At all two institutions there are advisory committees consisting
of members of the lecturing staff who advise the students on
choice of appropriate course or study direction before they
appear before the main selection panel.
The advisory panels serve a very useful purpos not only in
guiding the applicant's cho~ce for the appropriate course
or study direction but also in monitoring the selection to fit
~n with the specific needs of the Department especially ~n scarce
areas like, ~nt~ alia, Science, Mathematics, Art and Music.
The ma~n selection panels consists of a sen~or member of the
Education Planning Section as Chairman, a Chief Inspector,
another Education Planner and senior personnel from the insti=
tution concerned. At the Springfield College the Rector, or
Deputy Rector and the Registrar are part of the main panel while at
the University the Dean and 2 or.3 professors from the Faculty
of Education serve on the .main panel.
It will be noted that the selection procedure outlined above is a
highly structured one with carefully considered criteria and a
systematic procedure to ensure that it fits into the total plan=
ning picture and at the same' time is fair and just. The select=
ion panels at all two institutions work in a spirit of amicable
concensus and apply, as far as humanly possible, fair consistent
guidelines in the award of places and bursaries, taking into
accounL_ the applicant's academic profile, the requirements for
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particular courses and study directions and the needs of
the Department.
6. Intake: 1984/1985
As a result of the improved Senior Certificate results at the
end of 1983, the Division received 4 420 applications for
h . . 19)admission to the teac er tra1n1ng courses.
"Of this number, 3 166 of the applicants satisfied the minimum
entrance requirements. 437 students of the 2 210 invited,
h 1 f h
· . ,,20)presented t emse ves or t e 1nterv1ew.
At the Faculty of Education, University of Durban-Westville,
J41 candidates were selected for the one year post-graduate
.
University Higher Education Diploma (UHDE) - an increase of
34 % against the J983 figure of 105.
At Springfield College 425 students were admitted into the
. first year of study (393 in 1983).
A new development at Springfield College has been the intro=
duction of the cour;e in Computer Science.
A number of long serving teachers with a senior certificate
and a professional qualification equivalen~ to M + 1
(matriculation + 1 y~ar training)have enrolled at the Springfield




37 M + 1 in-service teach;rs were admitted to the second
year of study (34 in 1983 and 14 in 1982).21)
SUMMARY OF 1984/1985INTAKE22 )
7. Su1lIIJlCi.ry
Before any criteria for the sel~ction of students is worked out,




This number is calculated~'"firstly by the supply and demand,
of the classroom requirements and, sec~ndly, by the need in
specific subjects and directions of study. Other factors
considered are the number of posts, the teacher-pupil ratio,
teacher~ lost through retirem~nts, deaths, resignations and
termination of services.
All the foregoing planning exerc~ses are carried out even before
a single application for teacher training ~s considered.
To ga~n admission to a teacher training institution, the
student must have a Senior Certificate (or equivalent). Once
this requirement is fulfilled, admission to teacher training
institutions then depends on three other factors: achievement
in the Senior Certificate Examination, personality rating by the
Principal of the student's last school and satisfying the
requirements as laid down in the Health Questionnaire.
Whilst these are the m~n~mum requirements for admission,
it does not mean that if the applicant satisfies these require=
ments that he ~ill be granted an admission automatically.
The panel makes the final selection taking into account academic
}
merit and other factors like speech, personality, motivation,
general impression and the,Principal's confidential report.
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Because the Education Divi£ion has found itself with an
embarassingly high number of applicants for teacher training,
the selection procedure adopted is a highly structured one
with carefully considered criteria and a systematic procedure
which ensures selection of the most suitable candidate and
which, at the same time, is fair and just.
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CHAP.TER 6
TEACHER TRAINING AND PRACTICE IN ESSENCE
1. INTRODUCTION
Teaching Practice ~s an essential part of the courses offered in
teacher training. It should be seen as a course unit consisting of
two components: the one being campus-based, and the other, school-
based. General teaching practice requirements with special reference
to the University of Durban-Westville, the requirements for school-
based teaching practice, assessment of students, and the criteria
for assessment will be discussed in this chapter.
2. GENERAL TEACHING PRACTICE REQUIREMENTS WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE
TO THE UNIVERSITY OF DURBAN-WESTVILLE 1)
2.1 B. Paed. 1]:
2.1.1 ~ School-based studies
Two weeks observation and some guided teaching experience at
a school of the student's choice. A study ~s made of aspects
of teaching and learning in the classroom. Students submit
written assignments prescribed by lecturers in Education· 1.
Students must complete and return the Observation Schedule
(supplied) at the end of the two weeks.
2.1.2 Campus-based studies
The learning of basic teaching skills and pupil response.
Teaching situations are analysed and discussed in tutorials.
'.'
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Students submit written Bssignments.




Two.weeks observation and some guided teaching experience
at a school of the student's choice. Students submit written
assignments prescribed by lecturers in Education 11. Students
must complete and return the Observation Schedule (supplied)
at the end of the two weeks.
Campus-based studies
Students are required to perform as teachers in micro-teaching
or other controlled teaching situations. Evaluation schedules,
analyses and tutorials are used as a basis for the evaluation
of a student's performance. Remedial procedures are used to
improve teaching skills. Students and tutors submit written
reports, checklists and evaluation schedules.
2 . 3 B. Paed. ]V
2.3.] School-based studies
Students are required to teach ln schools according to the
administrative guidelines laid down by the Faculty of Educat=





Students will have to show an accepted level of competence
in the skill of writing and drawing on the chalkboard,
especially to meet the needs of their special method subjects
at the appropriate school level.
Campus-based studies
Students learn to handle and operate audio-visual equipment
and resources in the preparation of learning materials.
Practical work must be done ~n ONE of the following extra-
mural activities:
Games and related school activities
Library resource centre
Drama in education
Students are required to perform as teachers in teaching
or other controlled institutions. Selected teaching skills
will~be practised on the recommendation of lecturers and
school principals.
2.4 UHDE: As for B. Paed. IV
2.5 UDE (SP) 11 andUDE (3S) 11
2.5.1 School-based studies
Students are required to teach ~n schools according to the





Written reports are submitted by lecturers and school
principals.
Students will have to show an accepted level of competence
in the skill of writing and drawing on the chalkboard,
especially to meet the needs of their special method subjects
at the appropriate school level.
Campus-based studies
i) Students learn to handle and operate audio-visual
equipment and resources, and the preparation of learning
materials.
ii) Students are required to perform as teachers 1n micro-
teaching or other controlled institutions.




Students are required to teach 1n schools according to the
administrative guidelines laid down by the Faculty of Education.




Students are required to perform as teachers in micro-teaching
or other controlled teaching situations. Selected teaching
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skills will be practised on the recommendation of lecturers,
and school principals.
Practical work must be done 1n on~ of the following extra-
mural activities:
Games and related school activities
Library-resource centre
Drama in education.
2.7 General assessment of teaching practice
No formal final examination will be written in any of the above
components. Assessments will be made throughout the course and
will' be based on the written assignments and the practical
ability of the student\at the appropriate level of study.
3. REQUIREMENTS FOR SCHOOL-BASED TEACHING PRACTICE2)
~
(Except for B.Paed 11 and B.Paed III students).
3.1 Time and place
By arrangement with the De~artment of Education and Culture
(House of Delegates!, Division of Education, and by courtesy of
school principals, student teachers at the University are
allowed to do their Teaching Practice at primary and secondary
schools. School-based Teaching Practice takes place during two
block sessions of three weeks each. For each of the two
semesters lists are prepar~d showing the allocation of students
to the various schools, and in this way students may have the






All students are .a~vised to note carefully the content of
the following letter circulated on 20 July 1981, by the
. . . . 1 f 11 h 1 3)Director of Ind~an Educat~on, to pr~nc~pa s 0 a sc 00 s •
While at schools, students follow the school calendar and
not the University calendar.
3.3 Allocation of classes
The allocation of classes ~s the responsibility of the school
principal, who places the students under the guidance and
supervision of experienced class or subject teachers. At the
discretion of these teachers and as far as possible in
accordance with No. 3.5 below, students are given opportunities
to observe and teach lessons.
3.4 Preliminary visits
Before reporting for teaching practice, students should visit
the schools to which they have been allocated, to collect time-
tables and schemes of work. For this purpose the Faculty of
Ed;cation sets asid~ a day on which there will be no lectures.
3.5 Minimum requirements for lessons prepared and taught






In secondary schools it,~s recommended that at least 7
newly prepared lessons per week be taught in each 'of'the
special method subjects.
Students 1n primary schools should spread their lessons
over the whole range of subjects.




4 Augus t 1985
English
Std. IV B
Refer to preparation on page
3.6 Observation
During block seSS10ns students are expected to observe some
lessons taught by their student, colleagues. The number of less=
ons observed 'h left to the discretion of the school and. lecturers.
However t students should make written comments on the lessons
they observe.
3.7 Group ,leaders
A group leader 1S appointed at each school to act as represent=
ative for the group.
3.8 'Time";'·-t:ab~.e.s·
Students should make copies of their time-tables for each of the




3.9.1 All lessons should be thoroughly' prepared and neatly written
up in a hard-covered A4 - Notebook.
3.9.2
3.9.3
MEDIA: All students should know how to produce and use
audio-visual teaching media. Campus-based instruction 1S
given at the UD-W Teacher Resource Centre and further
assistance is available at the Resource Centre in most schools.
LESSON FORMAT: Students should U$e the lesson format
recommended by their method lecturers. Most method lecturers














(The student Writes a few sentences AFTER the








Regular attendance and punctuality at school is essential.
If any student is delayed or unable to be present at school,
ego through illness or other unavoidable,__ circumstances,
he/she must -i.n60JUn -the. ptUl1Upal. a.nd the. .te.c.t.U!l..e!l. a..6 -60011 a..6
pO-6-6-i.b.te., either directly by telephone or through the group
leader. Absence from Teaching Practice must be explained in
writing to the Dean of the Faculty of Education. If, through
illness, the period exceeds three days the student will be
required to produce a medical certificate"which should be shown
to the principal and handed to the lecturer.
ASSESMENT OF STUDENTS4 )
Supervision
Teaching Practice is done under the supervision of class teachers
d
. . 1 ~ -an Un~vers1ty ecturers. It is, however, strongly recommended
that, at some stage, the student teacher be left alone with a
class, if not for a whole lesson, at least for the greater part
of it. In this way students can prepare themselves for some of
the disciplinary problems they may encounter when they take up-
their first appointments.
4.2 Preliminary consultation with teachers
Method lecturers will inform students beforehand which lecturers
be visiting them during Teaching Practice. At least one week before
the commencement of the block session students should discuss
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specific teaching criteria with the lecturerCs) who will visit them
during that particular block sess~on. This consultation may take
the form of a personal interview or a group discussion depending on
the lecturer concerned.
4.3 Lecturer's time schedule
The lecturer is at liberty to arr~ve at any time to evaluate a
lesson or to discuss teaching criteria with students. Lecturers
may remain in the classroom for all or part of the lesson.
4.4 Completion and filing of documents
4.4.1· TP 01
This form is completed at the END of each block session by
principals and lecturers for each student. It is an overall
assessment of the student's performance and conduct during the
whole of the block sessions.
4.4.2 TP 02
Lecturers use this form in duplicate to record their comments
~ile evaluating l~~sons. One-copy is handed to the student who
should paste it into his/her preparation book alongside the
lesson that was assessed. The second copy is placed in the
student's file at the University of Durban-Westville.
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4.4.3 TF 03
Cumulative Record cards which are used to record details of
students' marks.
4.4.4 TF 04
This is a Lesson Inventory Form to be pasted on the front inside
cover of a student's lesson preparation book. Every time a studE
teaches a lesson he/she should fill in the appropriate square.
The bar graph pattern which emerges will show at a glance the
. /. h 7)spread and frequence of the subjects top~cs taug t.
4.4.5TP 05
Time Table Forms. The time-table plays a crucial role and all
. -. b . d"l 8)
~nformat~on must_ e accurate ~n every eta~ .
4.5 Discussion of lessons
Lessons are usually discussed with students either at the end of
the period or later. Lecturers may organise group discussions and/
or demonstration lessons to guide students. During the course of
a lesson the lecturer is usually an observer and is reluctant to
take over the functions of the-teacher. Occasionally, however,
student and lecturer work together ~n the classroom if the lecturer
considers it to be in the interest of the children and/or the studel
.J
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4.6 Allocation of marks
For every lesson tau~ht in the nresence of a lecturer a student
can expect a written report. School-based Teaching Practice marks





Duri~g the first block seSS10n lecturers do not give any
quantitative assessment for individual lessons.
During the second block session lecturers are required to give
percentages for individual lessons.
At the end of each block session all lecturers will allocate
an overall percentage for each student they have visited.
Since this mark is based on a general evaluation of the
student as a whole t it need not necessarily be the average of
the marks which the student received for individual lessons.
The marks described in (c) above are recorded on the students'
Cumulative' Record Cards (TP 03) and used as part of the final
r;-
evaluation at the end of the year.
5 • CRITERIA FOR "ASSESSMENT9')
5.1 School-based teaching practice
5.1.1 Broad criteria-assessment of lessons.
i) - Student should show evidence that the lesson has been
thoroughly. PREPARED. GENERAL information about the
lesson t as set out in the example described earlier,
should appear in the lesson preparation.
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ii) The student should take into consideration the PREVIOUS
ABILITIES/KNOWLEDGE of the pupils.
iii) The OBJECTIVES should be clear, realistic and relevant.
iv) The LANGUAGE used by the student should be appropriate
to the developmental stage of the pupil.
v) Attention should be given to INSIGHT and INDEPENDENT
LEARNING.
vi) The CONTENT should be correct.
vii) The lesson should have an appropriate AMOUNT of NEW
CONTENT.
viii) The METHOD(S) and for TECHNIQUE(S) used should fit the
content, objectives and abilities of the pupils.
ix) Pupils should be assessed to determine whether the desired
amount of learning has taken place.
x) PERSONAL INTERACTION, motivation and rapport should be
clearly evident.
xi) Most lecturers agree that poor student performance is
often due to a neglect of one or more of the TEACHING
AIMS listed below:
I) To encourage creativity and divergent thinking.
2) To use a variety of techniques/methods.
3) To prepare key questions beforehand.
4) To ask more "how/why" questions and fewer "who/what"
questions.
5) To react appropriately to a pupil~s answer.
6) To provide sufficient opportunity for consolidation.
7) To evaluate whether objectives have been achieved.
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xii) Students are expected to be neatly dressed.
5.1.2
5.1.3
Specific criteria-assessment of lessons.
i) Guidelines suggested by METHOD LECTURERS 1n their
different subjects serve as specific criteria for the
evaluation of specific lessons.
ii) Students should discuss specific criteria beforehand
with the INDIVIDUAL LECTURERS who will be visiting
them.
Criteria-assessment of TP I and TP II
Assessment will be based on Principal's report, attendance
and on satisfactory completion and return of the observation
schedule.
5.2 Campus-based component
5.2.1 Attendance is essential for all practicals, workshops and
tutorials. Absence must be explained through the submission
to the tutor of a medical certificate or in exceptional
circumstances, a letter of explanation signed by the co-ordin=
ator of Teaching ~ractice.
5.2.2 In any of the campus-based aspects, students may be requested
to undertake additional practice before a final assessment is
made. This applies also to Chalkboard work.
5.2.3 Audio-visual component.
Credit 1S given on a pass or fail basis for the Audio-Visual
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component if the student demonstrates that he/she can
successfully operate selected pieces of audio-visual
equipment and can produce appropriate learning materials.
5.2.4 Micro-teaching and Tutorials (Mainly Teaching Practice 11 or 111
diplomas and final years of study).
The purpose of this component 1S to improve the quality of
teaching and learning in the classroom. The student's
involvement should become apparent in the classroom, especially
1n the final year of study. However, a mark will be submitted
to the Teaching Practice Committee in all years of study and












In arriving at this mark, the tutor will make use of continuous
assessment and will take into account the following:
i) attendance, contribution and willingness to work.
ii) understanding of the tutorial topic as demonstrated
in the st~dent's ability to apply the knowledge and
skill in micro-teaching orassignrnents.
5.2.5 Extra-mural components
Credit is given on a pass or fail basis and is based on
attendance and the submission of satisfactory assignments and/
or classwork.
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5.2.6 Workshops (Mainly Teaching Practice I)
Assessment is based on attendance, assignments and classwork.
5.3 Final Mark ~n teaching practice
The Teaching Practice Committee will determine the final
percentage for ,Teaching Practice on the basis of the student's





The work done by students at teacher training institutions is put into
practice at schools. Teaching Practice is an essential part 'of the
courses offered ~n teacher training. Students observe lessons in the
classroom and some guided teaching experience ~s offered at schools of
the students' choice.
Evaluation schedules, analyses, and tutorials are used as a basis for the
evaluation of a student's performance. Written reports by lecturers and
school principals are also submitted.
At colleges students learn to handle and operate audio-visual equipment
and resources, and the preparation of learning materials. This knowledge
helps students to operate more efficiently ~n the classroom.
f"-In the general assessment of teaching practice, no formal examination
~s written.
Assessment is made throughout the course based on the written assignments
and the teaching ability of the student.
The foregoing is the result of much frank discussion between lecturers
and students in the Faculty of Education, and would seem to stress the
need for a frequent exchange of ideas on the matter of Teaching Practice.
The recommended procedures are sufficiently flexible to suit the needs






I. University of Durban-~estville; Faculty of Education: Guide to
teaching practice, n.d., pp. 1-4. Discussions were also held with
trainee teachers and lecturers on many occasions.
2. Ibid., pp. 4-8.
3. Annexure 2.
4. Ibid. , pp. 9-11.
5. Annexure 3.
6. Annexure 4.
7. Annexures 5 and 6.
8. Annexure 7.
9. Ibid.; pp. 11-14.
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8. ANNEXURES
2. Student teaching practice at schools.
3. Overall assessment of student performance.
4. Comments on the evaulation of lessons.
5. Inventory of lessons taught (Primary school).
6. Inventory of lessons taught (Secondary school).
7. Teaching practice time table - school-based.
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ANNEXURE 2
STUDENT TEACHING PRACTICE AT SCHOOLS






20 July 198 I
I E CIRCULAR NO 26 OF 1981
TO PRINCIPALS OF ALL SCHOOLS
UNIVERSITY STUDENTS ON TEACHING PRACTICE AT SCHOOLS
Principals are kindly requested to take note of the following
I. The students on teaching practice are registered with the Univer-
sity and as such are under the jurisdiction and subject to the
control of the University.
2. While on teaching pract ice at the school s the students are under
the discipline of the principal of the school with. respect to
their conduct and duties at the school. Principals should,
however, refrain from direct disciplinary action against students.
3. Should the attendance, conduct or performance of any student be,
in the opinion of the principal, detrimental to the interests
of the pupils, a written report to this effect should be made
immediately to the Rector of the University for appropriate
action. A copy of such report should be fo~warded to this '
office also.
4. The principal may also, if he deems it necessary, request the
student in such a case to discontinue his dut~s at the school
and report back immediately to the Rector of the University and a
copy of the report sent to this office.
5. if a student, such as referred to in paragraphs 3 and 4, is a
bursary'student, the Rector of the University will report to
the Director of Indian Education in accordance with the require-
ments of the bursary regulations, as amended, and the bursary
contract signed by the student.
'DIRECTOR OF INDIAN EDUCATION
.i
ANNEXURE 3 . ...
OVERALL ASSESSMENT OF STUDENT PERFORMANCE
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I. TEACIIING PERFORMANCE : (Preparation, Presentation, Pupil Involvement, Use of Aids, Speech and Laneuage)
2. RELATIONSHIPS AND S:::IOOUIORK
Relationship with principal, teachers, lecturers
Schoolwork (Control of Written Work, Extra-~rural Activities)
3. . FURTllER CCM-lENTS (Include Weaknesses, If Any)
4. ATTENDAOCE :
Dates on which absent and reasons
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NB: (1) This time table, completed in every detail and finalised with ~he class teacher, must be submitted (in advance)
to the lecturer concerned. The lecturer should be informed immediately of any change which is unavoidable.
(2) Clearly mark the following periods: OB - observation, TT - 7esting. All o~her periods indicated must be
used for teaching. w
ex>




GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
1. General conclusions
No other single factor is as decisive in determining the quality
of education in a countrv as the auality of the corps of teachers t
lecturers and instructors.
The teaching profession presents a unique challenge to any young
man or. woman with a sense of social responsibility. Their a~m
as educators must be to lead the young towards responsible adult=
hood by shaping t moulding t guiding t encouraging and directing
them.
The education of teachers is a process of progressive development.
The hallmark of a profession is keeping up to date: there must
be a steady development of knowledge t skills and attitudes which
makes it a dynamic profession.
To the young man or woman filled with idealism no other profess=
ion gives so much satisfaction as does teaching: Today's pupil
becomes tomorrow's responsible citizen.
The ideal teacher
1S of good character t that iS t with a strong sense
of responsibility and self-discipline t enabling him/
her to maintain sound ethical standards;
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loves children. and takes a genuine interest ~n their
welfare;
has the ability to promote good relations and to
communicate with people;
has a commitment to self-improvement and continuous
professional growth;
who provides each child with opportunities to develop
his/her potential;
is endowed with the attributes of patience, sympathy,
a healthy sense of humour, self-confidence and above
all compassion; and
strives to gain wisdom.
Teacher training can be described as the process whereby
prospective students are trained for the profession of teaching.
In South Africa, the education and teacher training endeavours
of the authorities are directed towards all ~opulation groups.
Primary and secondary education has reached the stage where it
is no longer confined to the elite. The increasing number of
school-going pupils poses a great challenge to teacher
training.
The importance of pr~mary teacher training courses cannot be
overstressed as primary education is the foundation on which all
.~further education is built.
14 I
Indians were brought into Natal because their labour was·
necessary to ensure the continuation and expansion of the sugar
industry. Education on the sugar estates consisted of some
teaching in private schools run by the labourers themselves.
There was lack of proper facilities and pupils were crowded .
into 'the limited available acomodation.-1.t is not surprising,
therefore, that, whe.' the "coolie" innnigrants gained their
independence, they tended to improve the conditions of poor
education and unsatisfactory teaching methods to which they
had been accustomed. Thus, it could be seen that the prOV1S10n
of education, coupled with a lack of teacher tra~ning facilities
for Indians were poor from an early date because religious
knowledge dominated the teaching arena.
During the entire period of innnigration to Natal, that 1S 1860
to 1911, a total of 152 184 indentured Indians came to the
Colony. Between the period 1911 to 1980, Natal accomodated for
over 81 per cent of the Indian population of South Africa. This
state of affairs can be attributed primarily to the numerous
legislative and administrative measures which confined the
Indians to Natal. One of the reasons for the large concentration
ot" Indians in, for'example, the Durban municipal area can be




During the early period of ""Indians ~n Natal, a few of the
teachers who existed were men from Mauritius" who were not
properly equipped to teach, because their education was, at
best, very poor and superficial and what they lacked in know:
ledge and teaching techniques, they made up with the cane.
As the nineteenth century drew to a close it became apparent
that for reasons of low remuneration, low standards of education-
the highest primary school grade being standard iv - and lack of
teacher training facilities, teachers were inadequate in number,
unreliable and inefficient by present-day standards of efficient
and effective training.
In 1904, a teacher training institution, first called the
St. Aidan's Diocesan Training College, later changed to the
St. Aidan's Provincial Training College, was opened.
~
Admission to this College was, ~n the early stages, the Standard
~v of the primary school. The training led to the Junior and
Senior Grade certificate examinations for Indian teachers, after
a year's study for each.
This development was followed by the establishment of the Durban
Training College which provided part-time training facilities




In 1909, it was ruled that· all Inidan assistants 1n Government
Indian schools had to have at least the Junior Teacher's
Certificate.
The great death of teachers referred to above continued into
the first decade of the twentieth century with the St.Aidan's
Mission striving to relieve the pedagogic drought.
By 1930 it was felt that teacher training was an inadequate
preparati~n for the teaching profession. There was no training
college; no training school; no corporate life and no contin=
uous study programmes.
In 1928, a fully equipped Training College known as the Sastri
Training College had been built by private Indian .enterprise
at a cost of £13 000. The first full-time teacher training
classes at pre-Matriculation level were started in 1931, and
1n 1932 student teachers entered for the then instituted T5 and
T4- Examinations.
The year 1950 saw the construction'of the present Springfield
College of Education. Opened in the early 1950's, the College
prepared students for the T3 B Teacher's Certificate.
Later, however, matriculants were admitted and they were
prepared for the M+2 Certificate.
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In 1956, it was realised ~hat training over a period of two
years did not fully equip a teacher, and in 1958 the number of
years training increased to three years, known as M+3.
The three-year diploma had been in force from 1958 until 1984
when it was decided to phase out the three-year diploma and
to introduce the new four-year diploma in 1985 at the Springfield
College of Education. It is anticipated that the Education
Faculty of the University of Durban-Westville will play a part
in the functioning of this four-year diploma by recogn{sing
the final year examination courses as credits towards a degree.
Teacher training ~s also offered by the University of Durban -
Westville through its Faculty of Education. This University
offers a degree after four years of study.
In a profession such as teaching it ~s vital th~t only the most
suitable candidates are admitted into a college of training.
It must be remembered that the teacher holds an important
position with regard to the child. He ~s responsible for its
educative process. The pupil's affective and cognitive devel=
opment ~s to a large extent influenced by the teacher.
Furthermore, the teaching profession is a demanding profession,
in that, only mature students who are in a position to cope with
the intellectual and emotional demands should be accepted into
the training college.
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Thus it is realised that for many reasons the selection 'of, .-
candidates for a training college ~s a very important educat=
ional exercise.
The selection procedures used by the Department of Education and
Culture (House of Delegates) are similar to those used in other
training colleges. Nevertheless, steps are always being taken
to validate or improve the selection procedures. Recently it
has been noticed that the number of applications by prospective
trainee teachers outnumbers the available positions at the train=
ing colleges. Furthermore, the drop in the birth rate has a
direct result on the pupil population in schools, that is, a
marked decrease is expected. This means that the intake at the
training colleges will decrease.
It ~s the common practice ~n many countries to employ var~ous
measures of academic performafice to select students who will gain
academic success at training colleges. The problem with this
is that so much emphasis is laid on academic performance that
talents of equal importance which are expected of teachers could
be lost sight of.
The basic criteria have been set by the Division of Education
of the Department of Education and Culture (House of Delegates)
with two objectives in mind:
Firstly, the criteria should be in line with the highest
demanded by other education departments in the country.
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To ensure this, basic admission requirements have been laid down.
Secondly, demands are set for particular subjects and study
directions. For example, a student wishing to specialise in a
subject must pass that subject on the Higher Grade or with at
least symbol C on the Standard Grade.
The Education Division of the Department of Education and
Culture (House of Delegates) has found itself with an embarass=
ingly high number of applicants for teacher training. From an
educational point of view this a very sound position to be ~n,
since it enables one to be selective. This is not the position
with every other education department in the country, therefore
they are forced to take what comes and in most cases are not
able to fill all the available positions. Whilst it must be
realised that, concerning the availability of space for trainee
teachers at the Springfield College of Education and the Faculty
of Education of the University of Durban-Westville, it is a diffi=
cult position for the candidates as well as the community, but it
mustalso'be remembered that the Education Division cannot afford
to train more teachers than it needs. Unless the Division gears
its intake to its short term teacher demand it will be faced
with the problem of not being able to find suitable posts for
newly-qualified teachers. This would have far more serious
implications than the other problem of us~ng unqualified teachers.
The solution to the problem of hundreds of candidates being turn=
ed away each year does not lie ~n the building of new training
colleges or ~n extending existing facilities to provide a post
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for every willing body who" wants to become a teacher. The
solution" lies in more and diversified opportunities being
created for tertiary education, vocational training and
employment for an increasing army of senior certificated young
people to complete their schooling.
It will be noted that the selection procedure adopted by the
Department of Education and Culture (House of Delegates) 1S a
highly structured one with carefully considered criteria and a
systematic procedure to ensure that it fits into the total
planning picture and at the same time 1S fair and just. The
selection panels at the Springfield College of Education and
the University of Durban-Westville work in a spirit of amicable
concensus and apply, as far as humanly possible,fair, consistent
guidelin~s in the award of places and bursaries, taking into
account the applicant's academic profile, the requirements for
particular courses and study directions and the needs of the
Department.
It is a matter of deep concern that year after year about 3000
matriculants are turned away from teacher training institutions
and yet there is a perennial need to employ unqualified teachers
in schools. Whils~ cheaper serV1ces may save the education
department some money, it is ·sad that greater priority was not
given to the pre-service of teachers.
The Springfield College of Education is inadequate to meet the
needs of in-service teachers for many other reasons than that of
accomodation alone.
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In any case, the College has been ?arely able to provide a one
hundred per cent, professionally qualified teachers' corps for
Indian Education over the many years it has been in existence.
The long talked of Durban College of Education in Cato Manor makes
it appear that Cato Manor ~s at Rainbow's end.
Teaching Practice is an essential part of courses offered in
teacher t~aining. It should be seen as a course unit consisting
of two componets: the one being campus-based, and the other
school-based.
The professional work of teaching g~ves ample scope for freedom
of thought, expression and method; and there can never be
universally accepted criteria for the assessment of individual
lessons.
It should be added that the ideal teacher training course should
prepare the prospective teacher for pitfalls peculiar to the
teaching profession. There should be discussion of the frequent
occurrence of anxiety among teachers, of exactly what happens
to the new teacher ~n his first year and what such a crucial
period could do to his job satisfaction; of his leadership role
iri education; of his contribution to a healthy staff spirit -
in short, there should be the opportunity for discussion of
every aspect,.of the teaching profession as a career, from the
point of view of the prospective practitioner of the profession.
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2. Recommendations
2.] Recommendations directly involving policy - making by the
Government
It is generally accepted that it 1S the task of the Central
Government to promote the interests of the State and of all its
inh~bitants.The Governmentl~ chief aim is, therefore, to ensure
the highest degree of spiritual and material welfare for all
-its people. One of the requirements for this is that the
Government should see that particular serV1ces and infra=
structures are created that will ensure the creation and ma1n=
tenance of an orderly society, 1n the fullest meaning of the term.
2.2 Recommendations directly involving financing by the State.
An investigation should be conducted into the financing of the
tertiary education sector with a view to laying down a sound
and equal basis in accordance with stan~rdised norms for the
funding of educational institutions at this level. The investi=
gation should be aimed at ensur1ng the optimum utilisation of
manpower potential ~n the Republic of South Africa.
2.3Rec~mmendationsdir~ctly involving training
2.3.1 Selection and recruitment
A model recruitment and selection programme should be implemented
by all the education authorities as standard practice.
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As an immediate service to the education authorities the
future South African Council for Education, in collaboration
with the profession and employers in education and on the basis
of existing research, experience and insight, should draw up
a broad model for a recruitment and selection"programme.
and, in due course, refine it through research.
Each education authority, using the model programme as a
guide-line, should draw up and implement its own programmes
with-its own particular conte~ts and emphases.
2.3.2 Training
There is an urgent need for training institutions that are
geographically and demographically well placed.
The erection of the facilities should be programmed with a v~ew
to -
upgrading existing facilities that are below standard;
eliminating backlogs; and
keeping up with the projected n~eds.
In all teacher training, the people responsible for the
professional training of education students should have approp=
riate qualifications in Education.
] 5)
Requirements ~n terms of academic and professional training
and also actual teaching experience for teaching trainers
involved in the professional training of education students
should be determined and defined.
There is a need for the co-ordinated evaluation and recognition
of qualifications at the national level. The appellation of
certificates should also be co-ordinated at the national level.
The a~rn ~n training should be an effective balance between
academic, professional and practical, vocation&lly oriented
components. In particular, the teaching and acquisition of
classroom skills and teaching practice should be given their
rightful place Ln teacher training.
An investigation should be conducted ~n teacher training into the
desirability of appropriate academic and other subject::
matter that is relevant to the work of teachers. Standards
should be co-ordinated in such a manner that the foundations
are laid for continuing training.
The desirability of instituting an internship under the guidance
of an accredited tutor teacher-as an integral part of teacher
training and a probationary period for beginner teachers before
registration merits careful study.
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Systematic and co-ordinated research and development in respecf
of teacher training should be undertaken on a continuous basis.
2.3.3 Continued training
Facilities for continued training should be carefully planned
so as to be easily accessible and frlso accessible through dist=
ance teaching.
The training of teacher trainers ~s an important aspect of the
training and continuing training of teachers and attention
should therefore be given to equipping teacher trainers for their
role in continuing training.
Apart from continuing training aimed at acquiring higher
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